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Summary
Quality control in analytical laboratories as a basis of a complete quality system needs

still to be developed in many Member States. To support the dissemination of information

in this field a consultants meeting on "Proper Use of Reference and Quality Control

Materials" was held at the IAEA Headquaters, Vienna, from 13 to 17 August 2001.

The experts convened with the objective to prepare a TECDOC to advise analytical

laboratories in Member States on the correct use of Certified Reference Materials (CRMs)

for Quality Control purposes and give practical recommendations to expand this concept

to in-house Quality Control Materials (QCMs). In view of the existing literature in this

field an urgent need for a practical guidebook for the preparation and application of cost

effective and matrix matching QCMs was identified and the experts tried to fill this gap

from their relevant experience. One and a half days of lecturing was followed by intensive

discussion and brain storming to create a list of key words, which were structured in a

logical order to provide a frame for the projected document. Responsibilities were

assigned and dead lines fixed for the submission of the full text.
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Report of the meeting

Dayl:
In the opening of the meeting Mr. Vera Ruiz defined the objectives and limitations of the
meeting and an emphasis was given to the context of this meeting vis-a-vis ongoing
regional IAEA projects on QA/QC in nuclear analytical techniques and other TECDOCs
in preparation on 1) Quantifying uncertainty in nuclear analytical measurements, 2)
QA/QC practices according to ISO 17025 in nuclear analytical laboratories. The
forthcoming document will complement an IAEA strategy to enhance QUALITY in
Member States laboratories.
A lecture was presented by Mr. Ambrus on QA/QC in pesticide residue analysis at the
joint FAO/IAEA laboratories in Seibersdorf. Ms. El-Bidaoui reported on the experience
in FAO/IAEA in-house RM production. An extensive discussion on the constraints and
challenges of organic trace analysis followed these presentations.
Mr. M. Ihnat reported on activities for the production of RMs for nutritional
investigations at his laboratory in Canada. Prof. Qian described the facilities available at
her laboratory in China for pesticide residue analysis and pointed out particular aspects
for maintaining quality in this particular case. Already here the profitable application of
the Quality Control Material concept was discussed and focused. Advantages and
constraints were addressed.

Day 2:
Dr. P.H.E. Gardiner highlighted the case of labile compounds in speciation analysis and
the need for quality control and method validation. Speciation analysis can be applied in
the preparation process of RMs to control authenticity of the materials and to record any
substantial change in species composition. He proposed a schematic flow chart for the
preparation of QCMs, which was extensively discussed.
Mr. Cortes further substantiated this issue in his presentation by describing the constraints
towards QA/QC frequently encountered in laboratories were quality systems are not so
well developed. He proposed to support Regional Centers for CRM and QCM production
which could act as proficiency test material providers to interested laboratories in the
region. The intensive discussion following these contributions ended up in decision to
write a well structured document to encourage analysts to prepare there own in-house
materials to be used batchwise for QC and to prepare control charts for long term
performance checks. In a brain storming session the general concept was defined and
substantiated during the following days (see the attached).

Day 3 and day 4:
A point-by-point discussion raised all important aspects related to four different
scenarios:
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1) A validated method and appropriate CRMs are available. In this case a QCM can
be prepared and linked to the certified values easily to save precious material.
2) A validated method is in place but no suitable CRM is available. In this case a
multi-method approach is advised to prepare a well characterized QCM.
3) A well established method is available but non routine samples (ad hoc analysis)
are analyzed. This might be the situation in a research laboratory. The experts advised in
this scenario to use other QC measures as the tedious preparation of a QCM is not
justified for such a restricted application.
4) In the case of unstable analytes (speciation or organic residues), if stabilization is
not feasible (freezing, irradiation etc) other accepted QC measures should be taken to
ensure quality of results.
In all cases when QCMs are applicable control charting is strongly recommended.
For all scenarios the use of pure substance CRMs with certified purity for calibration,
spiking, and QCM preparation is strongly recommended.

Day 5:
Finalization of the outline together with recommendations and conclusions were drafted
and agreed upon. Some thoughts on the most efficient distribution of the forthcoming
document were introduced. Responsibilities and deadlines were agreed upon. A list of
appendices including some basic statistics, use of control charts, the harmonized protocol
for internal quality control from IUPAC and a chapter on definition of terms was drafted.
The participants expressed their satisfaction with the organization, objectives and results
of this meeting.
The meeting was closed following a short closing session at 13:30, Friday, August 17,
2001.
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1. Foreword
2. Introduction (Ales Fajgelj AF)

2.1 Use ofCRMs/why and how

2.2 Definitions

2.3. Need for day-to-day QC (trade, international

comparability (PT schemes), etc) AF

2.4. What ifCRMs are not available or not suitable?

2.5. Substitute CRMsfor QC purposes with in

house QCMs. AF

2.6. Intended use -proper use of QCMs

3. Development of QCM's

Flowchart to present the scenarios and the rational of their choice (PG)

3.1- Scenario 1 (Philip Gardiner PG):
3.1.1. Material selection

Matrix matching, concentration level matching, physical status, availability.
In case it's difficult to select a particular matrix, the concept of representative
matrices can be applied.

3.1.2. Identification and selection of Analytes:
Consider interferences, stability, concentration levels, its speciation and
comprehensiveness of the material as well as its intended use.

3.1.3. Amount of material needed
Enough amounts shall be collected in order to complete the following points:
STABILITY testing (bearing in mind the storage facility)
HOMOGENEITY testing
Frequency of use,
The analytical requirements in terms of test portion size.
Or number of laboratories using the QCM in case of a national QCM or regional
one.
Estimate the cost of the material, preparation, analysis, and the data evaluation.
Give an example to determine the recommended amount in each scenario.
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3.1.4. Obtain the material
obtain the same matrix and the same concentration levels targeted. If possible,
acquire the same material having another concentration level (ensure absence of
cross contamination).
Surplus material from regular sampling.
Simultaneously collection of additional laboratory materials then needed for the
laboratory analysis.
Buy the material.

3.1.5. Preparation
Follow the same procedures, as far as possible, as compared to the routine
samples. Pay utmost attention to critical steps.
Particular care should be applied to achieve a homogenous (evaluation?) sample
and contamination should be avoided during the preparation of the material,
stabilization can be applied if needed (e.g. freezing, irradiation, micro-
waving, chemical and physical) bearing in mind the probable matrix effect and
the physical changes as a consequence of the material treatment.

3.1.6. Storage:
Store the QCM in a way allowing easy withdrawal of test portions without
compromising the material characteristics, integrity and sampling precision.
Consequently, for certain materials storage in a bulk form may be acceptable,
while for others storage in test portions is required.
Maintain stability and integrity, e.g. by freezing

3.1.6. Physical characterization
Moisture determination when applicable.
Ensure appropriate particle size by the means available (sieving, microscope or
visual observation, particle size measurements).

3.1.7. Chemical characterization
Use the validated analytical method (having an established uncertainty budget)
and the CRM (assumed available) and carry out simultaneous or concurrent
measurements (to built up statistically sound data and maintain the traceability
chain).

3.1.8. Statistical evaluation:
Construct control charts based on at least 6-10 complete independent replicate
analysis of the QCM to establish the mean (target value), warning and the action
limits (2 and 3s respectively). Include: use of Shewhart and Cusum control charts!
(Ref. The harmonized protocol on Internal Quality control)
Statistics: calculate mean value ± standard deviation, confidence levels
consideration!

When the material is phased out or to be discarded, prepare a new batch and start the
whole process (cycle) from the beginning (from 3.1.1)
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3.2. Scenario 2 (Milan IhnatMI):

Method is validated: the validation process should be defined or a reference to guidelines
should be made (accuracy, precision, collaborative studies, recovery tests, peer verified,
inter-comparisons, proficiency tests, verification with independently different method if
available).
No natural matrix matching (to define) (C)RM available.

For the QCM follow the same procedure in terms of selection, preparation, storage, and
physical characterization.

DISCUSS ALSO the sub-case where truly independent methods do not really exist: give
examples (alternative, other detectors, modifications, columns, solvents, e.g. INAA as
internal QC)

3.2.1. Chemical characterization:
Use the validated method and another independently (to be defined) validated

different method is to replace the absence of the CRM in order to assess the analytical
process for the verification of the QCM. Again perform 6 to 10 replicates analyses in each
case, perform a /-test to compare the averages as well as an F-test to compare the
variances. In case both succeed and the results are not significantly different, they can be
averaged and the variances pooled to determine the target value of the analyte and the
associated uncertainty; use the QCM for the control chart {to be detailed). Following this
case, the QCM can be used for both methods.

If the results of methods A and B are significantly different, then;
Investigate the reasons for the differences considering the combined uncertainty of each
method (ref. Eurachem guide for uncertainty quantification).
APPLY A THIRD METHOD IF available

Perform an anova test again t and f-test (2 by 2) as mentioned before.
In case it is method A (your principal method) that failed

• check for sources of differences (run a blank, homogeneity, performance
of analyst, calibration, instrument, etc.). If no obvious reasons for the
discrepancy exists then;

• reevaluate the method as a last resource (give references to principles of
method validation, e.g. Eurachem, Principles & Practices of method
validation IUPAC/FAO/AOAC/IAEA).



3.3. Scenario 3 (C. Qian & M. El-Bidaoui):
Well-established validated method but not particularly for a non-routine sample {ad-hoc
analysis1), e.g. in terms of concentration2 or matrix interferences and no natural matrix
CRM available.
The preparation of a QCM in this case is not appropriate, not worthy and not cost
effective because of the non-routine aspect of the analysis, or the QCM might not be
stable enough for a period long enough to cover a second case for its application.

Substitute the QCM with:
analysis of blank samples, to check interferences,
recovery tests, spiking on a blank if possible.
replicate analysis to check and/or
standard additions,
analysis of different samples weight, in different conditions (e.g. different
wavelength, solvent, detectors, operators), etc.
include a No. of blind samples (avoid personnel's bias)

3.4. Scenario 4 (MEB & AA):

Case of unstable analytes and/or unstable matrix, (organic and speciation analysis)

If special measures for stabilization of either matrix or analytes is unsuitable (stabilization
of matrix eg. by freezing, irradiation etc. is preferred as compared to store a digest) and
natural matrix CRMs are not available, then

Use of validated / standardized / official / reference method
analysis of blank samples, to check interferences,
recovery tests, spiking on a blank if possible.
replicate analysis to check and/or
standard additions,
analysis of different samples weight, in different conditions (e.g. different
wavelength, solvent, detectors, operators), etc.
include a No. of blind samples (avoid personnel's bias)

Refer to research done in the field of stability of analytes or matrices as example.

consider a means to stabilize the analytes or the matrix, e.g. freezing
include a worked example for each scenario.

1 The analysis shall be implemented with the consent of the customer. In this max. of reliable information
related to the sample (history, this is already an ISO 17025 requirements) should be provided.
2 For INAA, the dynamic range is large and there is no matrix effect & analytes effect (but not general)
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Control charting should be carried out using principle parameters of the applied
technique (recovery, yield, instrument performance, response)

For all scenarios use CRMs (pure substance) with certified purity for calibration,
spiking, and QCM preparation if possible.

For all scenarios include examples
5. Appendices

5.1 Basic statistics (Eduardo)
Documents or documents attached as appendices, e.g., harmonized protocol (statistics
guide (Youden & Steiner, Miller & Miller, Excel) E. Cortes-Toro).

5.2. Control charts (Eduardo)

5.3 Harmonized protocol for internal quality

control_ IUPAC
Documents or documents attached as appendices, e.g., harmonized protocol (statistics
guide (Youden & Steiner, Miller & Miller, Excel) E. Cortes-Toro).

6. References
Eurachem guide
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Conclusions

• The main objective of the TECDOC is to promote the application of appropriate QC
procedures.

• The panel encourages the use of CRMs or RMs as primary components of QA/QC
practices whenever possible.

• On the other hand, if available RMs cannot fulfill all the needs or are not suitable
(matrix matching, etc.), the development and use of QCMs are recommended
depending on the particular analytical cases.

• Lack of natural matrix CRMs or RMs should not be a hindrance to the implementation
of QC procedures.

• In cases where QCMs cannot be produced (for technical, economical, practical
reasons) reliance should be placed on other QC measures, which should be
strengthened.

• QCMs are NOT substitutes for CRMs but are considered as supplements to strengthen
the implementation of QA/QC measures in analytical laboratories.

• Use of quality control materials and the application of quality control practices are
requirements of the international quality standards, however no practical guidance for
the preparation of natural matrix QCMs is available; therefore there is a need to provide
guidance on the preparation and the characterization of such materials.

• Consequently, the experts' panel has undertaken to prepare and disseminate appropriate
recommendations and guidelines for the development and proper use of QCMs such as

o Food materials
o Environmental materials
o Clinical materials,

and
o Fresh and freeze dried materials
o Materials for organic analysis

• The recommended procedures from this TECDOC for the QCM development generally
can be applied in other analytical fields as well.
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Recommendations to IAEA

The forthcoming TECDOC shall be promoted to Member States to strengthen the
awareness of quality control in analytical laboratories. It is to be considered translating
the text in other official UN languages.

• Attach the TECDOC to the AQCS catalogs distributed (6000 labs).
• Prepare a CD-Rom or post it on the IAEA home page (e-copy)
• Continue the support for (regional) training courses, workshops, etc. on QA/QC

with emphasis on the preparation and use of QCM for improved analytical
harmonization and comparability.

• AQCS and the FAO/IAEA TRC home pages already encompass a compilation of
documents or links to relevant documents. Update, maintain and link this
document to it.

• Support regional centers to produce RMs or proficiency test materials of
national/regional relevancy.

• Quality assurance and quality control are basic requirements of all international
quality standards eg. ISO 17025. Although organizations such as EURACHEM,
AOAC, IUPAC, IAEA/FAO and others through their publications draw attention
to QA/QC issues and their importance in harmonization of analytical
measurement performances, much remains to be done in Member States to
enhance the necessary awareness and to develop expertise for QA/QC.
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XA0200218

QA/QC in pesticide residue analysis

A. Ambrus,
Head Agrochemicals Unit FAO/IAEA ABL, NAAL

1. Problems related to pesticide residue analysis in a regulatory laboratory
1.1 No of combination
1.2 Analysis time
1.3 Uncertainties of the procedures

2. FAO/IAEA Training and Reference Centre for Food and Pesticide Control
(TRC)

2.1 Training courses
2.2 Fellowship training
2.3 Technical assistance to laboratories in member states

3. QC in pesticide residue analysis

4. Advantages and limitations of RMs in pesticide residue analysis

5. Recommendations

IS-
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1. Problems related to pesticide residue analysis in a regulatory laboratory
1.1 No of possible combinations of analytes and sample matrices

• Over 1000 pesticide active ingredients are currently in use
• Food and Feed Crops of USA lists over 400 crops that represent a large

part of a healthy diet
• Currently the CCPR programme includes about 3000 MRLs
• CODEX MRLs

> Potato 58
> Citrus 41
> Wheat 36
> Cabbage 37
> Apple 33
> Banana 25

• Difficult commodities: e.g. apple over 80 active ingredients may be used
in Hungary

1.2 Analysis time
• The application of multi residue procedures (detecting up to > 250

pesticide residues provides the only feasible option for the regulatory
analysts.

• The GC, HPLC analysis time is 40-60 min for one sample.

1.3 Small number of samples of similar type
• 1-15 samples from minor commodities

1.4 Uncertainties of the procedures
• Relative uncertainty of repeated analysis alone is 10-35%, metrologists

considers such methods not quantitative (<10%)
• Overall uncertainty can be much larger.

2. FAO/IAEA Training and Reference Centre for Food and Pesticide Control
(TRC)
The TRC was formally established in 1998 with the following mandate:

"To assist Member Countries and their institutions and laboratories to fulfil
requirements to support the implementation of national legislation and
international agreements relevant to food control, the safe use of
pesticides and sanitary and phytosanitary measures by providing
training, quality assurance services and technology transfer".

Activities
The Agrochemicals Unit is responsible for the implementation^ the pesticide,
mycotoxin, and veterinary drug analysis (starting in 2002) components.

1. Training courses:

• QA/QC in pesticide residue analysis

• QA/QC in mycotoxin analysis
• QA/QC in testing pesticide formulations
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• Analysis of Pesticides in Water and Aquatic Organisms

2. Fellowship training

3. Applied research to assist laboratories in member states

3.1 Quantification of sources of uncertainty

Typical relative uncertainties %
Sampling Sample Analysis Analysis

proc.
30-40 5-56 16-53 Extraction Cleanup GLC HPLC

> 1.5-3 5-10 8-15 ???

The combined CVA of repeatability ranges from 9.6 to 18%
The combined CVR for residues above 0.01 mg/kg 33-70%

3.2 Elaboration of internal QC procedures and training fellows in their application
• System suitability tests SST for specific GC detectors,
• Characterising the goodness of calibration: use SD of relative residuals in

addition to r
• Statistical evaluation of results
• Utilisation of the results of replicate measurements;
• Optimisation of calibration protocols

3.3 Elaboration of Method validation and other GLs
• Guidelines for Single-Laboratory Validation of Analytical Methods for Trace-

level Concentrations of Organic Chemicals:
provides a practical option for performing method validation.

o Its basic concept:
o As the extent of validation is limited its results should always be

complemented with appropriate internal QC measures;
o Application of representative commodities and representative analytes;
o Establishment of basic characteristics of a method based on representative

analytes/matrices based on limited tests during validation;
o Refinement of the performance characteristics during regular use of the

method;

- 1 1 -
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8,9Summary of physico-chemical properties ' of selected representative compounds

Active ingredient

DDE-p,p

Permethrin

Endosulfan a

Chlorothalonil

Chlorpyrifos

Lindane

Iprodione

Dimethoate

Azinphos-Methvl

Diazinon

Progargite

Methamidophos

Water solubility

mg/1

0.065

0.2

0.32

0.81

1.4

7.3

13

23.3

28

60

632

200,000

pH;oC

24

30

22

20

25

20

5,20

20

20

25

20

LogPow

6.1

4.74

2.89

4.7

3

0.704

2.96

3.3

3.73

-0.8

oC

20

PH5

PH3, 5

20

Vapour pressure

mPa

0.045

0.83

0.076

2.7

0.051

0.0005

1.1

0.18

12

0.006

2.3

oC

25

25a

25

25

25

25

25

20

25

25

20

Hydrolysis

DT50 [day]

>720

water, 1.5

191

1 to7

12

87

0.49

185

800

657

pH, oC

4,50

8, 25

7, 22

7

9. -

4, 22

3.1,20

7.4, 20

7,-

4, 22

Notes: (a) 2:1 mixture of a and b isomers
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Example for representative commodities/samples for validation of analytical
procedures for pesticide residues

Grou

P

Common properties

Plant products
I.

II.

III.
IV.
V.

VI.

High water and
chlorophyll content

High water and low or no
chlorophyll content

High acid content
High sugar content
High oil or fat

Dry materials

Commodities requiring
individual test

Commodity group

Leafy vegetables
Brassica leafy vegetables
Legume vegetables
Pome fruits
Stone fruits
Berries
Small fruits
Fruiting vegetables

Root vegetables

Citrus fruits

Oil seeds
Nuts

Cereals
Cereal products

Products of animal origin
Meats

Edible offals
Fat
Milk
Eggs

Representative species

spinach or lettuce
broccoli, cabbage, kale
green beans
apple, pear
peach, cherry
strawberry
grape,
tomato, bell pepper,
melon
mushroom
potato, carrot, parsley

orange, lemon
raisins, dates
avocado, sunflower seed,
walnut, pecan nut,
pistachios
wheat, rice or maize
grains
wheat bran, wheat floor

e.g. garlic, hops, tea,
spices,
cranberry

Cattle meat, chicken
meat
Liver, kidney
Fat of meat
Cow milk
Chicken egg

Note: The method should be validated with representative analytes for each
commodity, which is difficult to analyse and requires individual tests (e.g. garlic)
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3.4 Introduction of QC principles on international level,
• Promotion their acceptance by CCPR, CCMAS, CCVRDF and Codex

Alimentarius Commission.

4. QC in RA
• SST: to perform every day
• Recovery: each analytical batch
• Qualitative and quantitative confirmation of residues detected above action

level: each result
• Repeated analysis of positive samples: one in each analytical batch
• Use of reference materials

5. Advantages and limitations of RMs in pesticide residue analysis
5.1 Advantages:

• Provides consistent information on the performance of the method when
applied for different samples of small numbers;

• May be sufficient for QC of screening runs under certain conditions;
• Enables the application of control charts;

5.2 Limitations
• Not specific for the analyte/commodity combination analysed;
• Recovery studies with the tested combination are required for quantitative

confirmation;
• Does not reveal information on the efficiency of sample processing (repeated

analyses of test portions are still required);

6. Recommendations

The Consultants are requested to:
• Elaborate and recognise the advantages and limitations of using RMs;
• Endorse the use of representative commodities and analytes for preparing

certified or in-house reference materials;
• Recommended procedures for producing in-house RMs, or
• Identify the critical phases or aspects of preparation of in-house RMs;
• Recommend ways to promote the preparation and use of in-house reference

materials.
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PROPOSALS FOR THE USE OF REFERENCE MATERIALS AND FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF
IN-HOUSE QUALITY CONTROL MATERIALS FOR FOOD ANALYSIS

MILAN IHNAT
Pacific Agri-Food Research Centre - Summerland
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
Summerland, British Columbia, VOH 1Z0
Canada

Abstract

A summary is presented of factors to be considered in the development of food-based in-house
quality control materials to augment available Reference Materials and for frequent, concerted data quality
control. Some guidelines are offered regarding approaches to the many considerations required for such
an endeavour. Preliminary draft recommendations containing a sequence of steps has been compiled as
a starting proposal for a food quality control material development scheme, for a range of natural
matrices and measurands. In addition, information on the selection and utilization of Certified Reference
Materials and procedures for performance interpretation and corrective action is provided.

I.INTRODUCTION

Accurate data on the chemical composition of raw agricultural products and foods derived
therefrom are needed to (i) assess effects of farm management practices and food processing on nutrient
and toxic chemical content of retail food products, (ii) establish the essentially of nutrients or toxicology
of toxicants, (iii) identify adequate, sub-adequate, or marginal intakes by the population, (iv) establish
nutrient dietary requirements, (v) accumulate baseline concentration data and (vi) comply with legal
labelling requirements. It is evident from scientific and technical publications that there is much
inconsistent information, not only in the case of trace or ultratrace inorganic and organic analyses with
high operational and competence demands, but also in the determination of major elements and
constituents [1-5]. Reasons for the general lack of agreement among laboratories arise from a multitude
of factors influencing the reliability of the final results, including presampling, sampling, sample handling
and manipulation, measurement, data handling and interpretation, contamination control, data quality
control and analyst competence.

Within the laboratory's quality control program, incorporation of appropriate, compos itionally-
similar reference materials (RMs) (defined as any material, device or physical system for which definitive
numerical values can be associated with specific properties and that is used to calibrate a measurement
process) is a valuable, cost-effective aspect of a good quality control program, and a way of transferring
accuracy from well defined methods of analysis to the laboratory [6-10]. Results obtained with the RM
taken concurrently through the analysis with actual samples are compared with the certified values.
Closeness of agreement indicate performance of the analytical method and may suggest the need for
modifications to reduce errors.

Although there is a steadily increasing number of natural matrix materials for an ever increasing
number of measurands, making selection of appropriate materials for a given analytical task more and
more feasible, the high cost of many materials may be an impediment to their acquisition in developing
countries. The question arises whether development of in-house quality control materials (QCMs),
complimentary to certified RMs, specific to the food laboratories' needs, may be a feasible alternative.
These in-house QCMs could be used on a frequent basis, complimented by less frequent incorporation
of more expensive RMs. This chapter presents a summary discussion of (i) practical aspects for the
proper use of RMs and QCMs in analytical laboratories and (ii) approaches to the development of QCMs
or in-house RMs. It deals with practical aspects of the selection, preparation and analytical
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characterization of in-house materials and provides some practical examples. Information here is a
summary and much more detailed information and instructions can and should be formulated to provide
specific guidance to laboratories proposing to develop food QCMs.

2. UTILIZATION OF AVAILABLE REFERENCE MATERIALS

2.1. Available food and related biological reference materials

Food and agricultural sciences encompass a wide variety of existing natural biological and
environmental (non-biological) materials of primary and secondary relevance. Materials of agricultural
and food relevance (agronomy, nutrition, environment, research, regulation etc.) can be grouped as
follows: biological - animal body fluids and products, animal tissues, flours and cereal products,
terrestrial plants, other foodstuffs, marine animals and aquatic plants; environmental - soils, fertilizers,
sediments, sewage sludges, minerals, rocks and fresh waters. The primary interest of the typical food
analyst would likely be the biological materials and would principally encompass foodstuffs, plant
materials, and other related biological products.

Proliferation of RM's has reached the point where, in addition to information available in
catalogues of RM developing and issuing agencies, and a multitude of scientific publications, several very
useful reviews and compilations of available products and suppliers exist [6, 11-19]. Table 1 lists names
of major suppliers of a variety of biological and non biological RM's which include food and related
biological materials of interest to this chapter. Table 2 presents a fairly complete listing of currently
available food and related biological RMs of relevance to the laboratory engaged in analysis of food,
agricultural and related biological products, certified for a variety of inorganic and organic constituents.

2.2. Utilization of reference materials

The incorporation of appropriate RMs into the analytical scheme, utilizing good methods and
other aspects of a quality control program, is the most convenient, cost-effective mechanism by which
to assess, monitor and maintain analytical data quality and ensure accuracy of results. Discussion of the
roles and uses of RMs is provided in several publications [7, 8, 10, 30, 31]. The analyst should attempt
to make full use of existing RMs but whether bona fide RMs or other quality control materials are used,
guidelines in this section are similarly applicable. These contents are summarized versions based on
published proposed protocols for plants [32] and soils [31] discussing the concept and role of RMs, and
procedures for their selection and utilization in the determination of inorganic measurands.

2.2.1. Prerequisites for use of RMs

Compliance with several prerequisites must be established in order to properly use RMs. 1. An
appropriate analytical method must be applied, by appropriately qualified and trained personnel in a
suitable physical (equipment, materials, reagents and laboratory conditions necessary for the proper
execution of the method) and administrative (understanding of and support for appropriate data quality
by managers) environment. The role of the analyst is of direct paramount importance; analyst training,
experience, familiarity with the problem on hand, skill, attitude, motivation and judgement are necessary
prerequisites with which satisfactory solution of analytical problems is possible. 2. Suitable quality
control / quality assurance procedures should be routinely in use and the need for appropriately reliable
analytical information must be recognized. The analytical system must be in a state of statistical control.
The method under test should usually give a precision with the RM and other homogeneous materials
equal to or better than the uncertainty reported for the RM in the certificate. 3. When dealing with the
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determination of total concentrations of measurands, that is, the sum of all the measurand concentrations
in all material (sample) phases and molecular species, it must be ascertained that the method is in fact
measuring all of the measurand. For elemental determinations, the sample decomposition or extraction
procedure must bring into solution all of the material; no grains or insoluble fraction must be left behind
[eg 33]. In addition, the element must be in the correct oxidation state required by the procedure.

2.2.2. Procedures for RM selection

For correct and effective use of an RM, the material selected must be appropriate to the task.
The material must resemble, as closely as possible in all respects, the actual materials being analyzed.
It must be very similar with respect to matrix and must contain the measurand at a concentration level
and form (eg. native form, speciation) similar to the commodity undergoing analysis. Furthermore, the
RM must be sufficiently homogeneous so that test portions of size commensurate with the analytical
method can be used. Ideally two or three materials should be chosen to bracket the measurand
composition of the sample. 1. Select an RM, by consulting sequential concentration value tables for
materials which have listed concentration values, for the measurand of interest, equal to or similar to
those expected in the test material. In conjunction with descriptive name tables, select the material
approximating the laboratory sample to be controlled with respect to general type (ie. matrix, based on
name) as well as the measurand level expected. 2. Follow the same approach to choose, if possible, a
second or third RM, of similar matrix, approximating the analytical samples, to match (or bracket) the
sample with respect to concentration of the given measurand. 3. For multimeasurand (multielement)
analyses, that is the determination of more than one measurand (element) on the same laboratory sample,
go through the identical material selection steps for the second, third... measurand (element) to choose
appropriate materials for each of these respective measurands. The rate of incorporation of RM is at the
discretion of the analyst and could range from less than 1 RM test portion / 100 samples (more typical)
to more than 1 RM test portion /10 samples, depending on the nature of the work and data quality
requirements. Stocks of RMs can be conserved by including laboratory control materials for more
frequent monitoring, reserving RMs for critical control.

2.2.3. Procedures for RM utilization

Major uses of RMs within the measurement process are generally: (a) analytical calibration, (b)
quality control, (c) analytical method development and evaluation and (d) production and evaluation of
other RMs and control materials [8, 10, 30]. Utilization of natural matrix RMs for establishing
calibration functions [34] is not generally recommended due to uncertainties in certified concentrations.
Such uncertainties, resulting from material inhomogeneity and certification measurement errors, are
generally several fold greater than the compositional uncertainties for pure elements or pure compounds
usually used for calibration solutions; the use of calibration solutions prepared from high purity, pure
elements and compounds is preferred for calibration.

The recommended mode of RM usage is for analytical data quality control to establish method
performance (bias) and to monitor and maintain data quality [30]. Errors in measurement can arise in
the three component steps of an analytical method: sampling, sample manipulation and measurement.
Thus, the aggregate of all steps subsequent to the point at which the material is introduced into the
scheme of analysis will be monitored for performance. Follow the steps below for RM utilization: 1.
Ensure that the analytical system is in a state of statistical control (as stipulated under Prerequisites). 2.
Following certificate instructions for material usage and handling, incorporate the RM(s) into the scheme
of analysis, at the earliest stage possible ie. prior to the beginning of sample decomposition. Take it
through the entire analytical procedure at the same time and under the identical conditions as the actual



analytical samples in order to correctly monitor all the sample manipulation and measurement steps. 3.
Formukimeasurand (multielement) determinations, should different sample preparation and measurement
procedures (ie. different analytical methods) be indicated for the different measurands. take separate test
portions of the RM through the entire relevant analytical scheme for proper quality control.

The latest appropriate certificates or reports of analysis or other relevant publications issued with
the RM must be consulted and used and other published tables should only be used as guides. These
documents are integral components of the RM technology as they provide analytical (certified)
information, estimates of uncertainties, instructions for the correct use of the material and other relevant
information. RMs can monitor the performance of laboratory procedures subsequent to the point of
introduction of the RM. Activities occurring prior to this such as sampling, preservation, storage and
presampling considerations are generally impossible to monitor by use of RMs. Both the reference and
actual samples must undergo identical, simultaneous handling. It is also important that the reference and
actual sample measurand concentrations be reasonably close since method performance can vary
dramatically with concentration, and conclusions at one level may not be applicable to other levels.

Reference Materials are best used on a regular basis. Their sporadic use when trouble is
suspected is legitimate but systematic measurement within a quality control framework will generally be
more informative and is highly recommended. RMs may be used as the sole quality control material or
they may be used in conjunction with in-house or locally produced control materials in a systematic
manner in order to conserve the former.

2.2.4. Performance interpretation and corrective action

When possible, the analysis of several RM, spanning the concentration range of interest, is the
most useful way to investigate measurement bias. The "Handbook for SRM Users" by Taylor [30] is
recommended for detailed discussion of Reference Material use. The method under test should usually
give a precision (standard deviation) with the RM equal to or better than the overall uncertainty repotted
for the RM by the issuer. Results from the analysis of the RM are then compared with the certified
value. The two will generally not agree exactly due to measurement errors in each. Whether the two
differ significantly is ascertained by comparing the two values, and their uncertainties using simple
statistical tests. If the confidence intervals intersect, the measured concentration value agrees with the
certified value, and the analyst can deduce, with some confidence, that the method is applicable to the
analysis of materials of similar composition. Otherwise there is disagreement and the method as applied
exhibits a bias. One of the following calculation steps can be followed to estimate agreement of the
measured and certified concentration values:

1. Case with all- parameters available: Compare the 95% confidence levels calculated from the standard
deviation, number of analyses and the student t statistic with the confidence or tolerance interval of the
Reference Material using the following equations:

X , - X 2 = ts(l/n , + l / n j ia (I)

s 2 = [(n ,-l)s ,2 + (n 2-l)s 2
2]/(n , + n 2 - 2) (2)

where:
X , is the mean concentration found by the user for the Reference Material,
X 2 is the certified, recommended or reference value for the Reference
Material,
s , is the standard deviation estimated from n , determinations by the user,
s i is the standard deviation reported for the Reference Material in the
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certificate or report of analysis based on n 2 determinations, t is the student t statistic

The difference X , - X 2 is compared to the right hand side of equation (1) using the t value for 95%
confidence (p = 0.05). Should the difference be greater (positive or negative) a discrepancy exists
between the measured and certified concentration values which indicates that the analytical procedure is
not operating well. Should it be ascertained that an unacceptable bias exists, a correction for it should
not be applied; instead, diagnostic steps should be taken to identify sources of unacceptable bias or
imprecision and corrective action should be taken to eliminate or reduce errors.

2. Case with missing n , and negligible uncertainty in the Reference
Material certified value: Compare the absolute value of the estimated
bias X | - X , with a critical value based on

X , - X 2 - ts , / (n ,) •* (3)

using uncertainty parameters only for the measurements carried out by the analyst. Proceed further as
in case 1.

3. Case with missing n , and specified uncertainty in the Reference Material: Compare the absolute value
of the estimated bias X , - X 2 with a critical value based on

X , - X 2 = ts , / (n ,) 1/2 + u (4)

where u is the uncertainty of the certified concentration reported in the certificate of analysis. Proceed
further as in case 1.

There are not too many instances where the uncertainty for the Reference Material is characterized by
a standard deviation, s 2, and corresponding number of determinations, n 2. Thus cases 2 and particularly
3 will most often be the ones of necessity. The uncertainty, u, in case 3 is not necessarily a standard
deviation or standard error but can reflect symmetric or asymmetric estimates of imprecision and possible
systematic errors among methods used in certification.

3.DEVELOPMENT OF IN-HOUSE QUALITY CONTROL MATERIALS

In respect of the development (defined as the composite of all activities involving selection,
preparation, characterization and certification) of RMs as well as in-house QCMs, a number of important
requirements must be taken into consideration [35]. The major considerations are in general: (a) RM
development philosophy, (b) end use requirements, (c) selection of materials, (d) preparation, (e) physical
and chemical characterization, (f) certification, (g) documentation and (h) distribution. This section deals
with an expanded listing of these factors to be applied to the development of in-house natural matrix food
and biological quality control materials for inorganic and organic constituent chemical composition
control.

3.1. Selection of matrices representing food and related products and measurands

Selection of materials is made in consideration of primarily: (1) the availability of similar RMs;
(2) the laboratory's specific requirements. The choice is then on the basis of specific matrix and specific
measurand. The term matrix component refers to the sum total of all constituents in the material aside



from those constituents being determined, which are denoted measurands. Clearly, what is a matrix
component to one analyst, may be a measurand to another. Thus, in the case of analyses for elemental
content, components such as dietary fibre, ash, protein, fat and carbohydrate are classified as matrix
components and are used to define the nature of the material. In the more restricted case of analyses for
strictly trace elements, the major elements such as Ca, N, P. K and Na may additionally be classified as
matrix components. Regarding selection of food matrix, in addition to considering the laboratory's
requirement, it may strengthen the validity and broader usefulness and applicability of the QCM to
consider: (I) representativeness of the material to the population of products in production and commerce
as evidenced by indications of worldwide consumption of food products (Table 3) [35, 36]; (2) matrix
as exemplified by food and agricultural commodity classes (Table 4) [37]; and (3) matrix as represented
by the food triangle depicting proportions of the major food matrix components influencing analytical
performance, namely fat, protein and carbohydrate [38]. Naturally-occurring matrices to be considered
in future developments of food-based RMs and QCMs include in general: animal tissues, plant tissues,
marine tissues and oils, fresh full-fat food and marine products and drinking waters; pure elemental and
compound standards required for method calibration may also be of related interest. Materials collected
and archived under environmental specimen banking activities are good guides to the choice of required
control materials; in fact surpluses of actual materials carefully collected and processed for environmental
banking can serve as candidate materials.

Measurands can be placed into four major groups: total elements, speciated-elements, organics
and matrix constituents. Although great strides have been made in the two decades since the first
biological RMs appeared on the scene with elemental composition values for a range of elements, there
still is a dearth of elemental concentration data for a wide range of nutritionally, toxicologically, clinically
and environmentally pertinent elements. Some of the elements for which total concentration information
is still required, usually at the low end of concentration range but occasionally at the high end are: Al,
Ba, B, Be, Br, Cs, F, I, Li, Mo, N, Pt, S, Sb, Si, Sn, Th, Ti, Tl, U, V, W, rare earth elements and
radionuclides. Little information is available with respect to the chemical forms or species in which
elements occur. In the first approximation, bioavailable, extractable or leachable levels of elements are
of interest. Secondly, at a higher degree of sophistication, data on the levels of the actual species.
inorganic moieties such as nitrate, ammonium, phosphate, bromide, bromate, iodide, iodate and molecular
species of which the elements are constituents would be of relevance to those conducting mechanistic and
speciation research. Organic measurands of interest include those of nutritional significance, an
increasing number of which are required for nutritional labelling such as vitamins, fat, lipids, dietary
fibre, ash, protein and carbohydrates. Concomitantly, these values must be accompanied by scientifically
sound definitions (eg. total, soluble dietary fibre; total, sulfated ash; total, unsaturated, unsaturated,
polyunsaturated fat and individual lipids; simple sugars and complex carbohydrates). Other organics in
foods and feedstuffs of toxicological concern include chlorinated pesticides, PCBs, PAHs, drug residues,
sterols, aflatoxins and toxics in shellfish. The development of control materials for microbiological and
DNA measurements, in its infancy, are challenging endeavours.

The result, after selection and acquisition from commercial sources, pilot or large scale
preparation, is a product denoted a "candidate quality control material" which, depending on the outcome
of final physical and chemical characterization, can become an in-house QCM.

3.2. Preliminary draft recommendations for development of in-house quality control materials

Information concerning the development, preparation and analytical certification of reference and
control materials was initially only scattered in scientific and technical publications by individual and
agency developers. In recent years, a number of reports have appeared compiling preparatory and
measurement details on biological materials of direct or indirect interest to those embarking on such a



venture [25, 39, 40, 41]. Details by this author on his long term preparatory and measurement activities
[42, 43], in the many internal reports from [RMM/BCR on preparation and European Commission
Reports on interlaboratory analyses of BCR materials and guidelines from BCR [44] and ISO [45, 46]
are most worthwhile to be consulted. Based on a perusal of these and many original publications and
reports, the following sequence of 26 steps has been compiled as a starting proposal for a food quality
QCM development scheme. This list is followed by a definition of the item, and a summarized
description/discussion.

1. Nomenclature and definitions of reference and control materials
2. Nomenclature and definitions of 'Certified Values' and related concentration terms
3. Overall measurement system
4. Material preparation
5. Physical characterization
6. Material stability
7. Material homogeneity
8. Analytical characterization (certification) philosophy - approaches to the establishment of concentration
values
9. Definition of analytical methods
10. Selection of measurands for characterization
11. Performance of analytical methods
12. Selection of analytical methodologies
13. Selection of analysts / laboratories
14. Selection of statistical protocols, uncertainty statements
15. In-house (initiating/coordinating laboratory) characterization
16. Cooperative interlaboratory analytical characterization campaign
17. Data quality control of in-house and interlaboratory analyses
18. Critical evaluation of the methods used by cooperators
19. Evaluation of data on technical merits
20. Evaluation and selection of mukilaboratory/multimethod analytical data
21. Statistical treatment of data
22. Calculation of concentration values and associated uncertainties
23. Reporting of results and information
24. Publication of protocol followed
25. Testing and applying this protocol
26. Future status of reference and informational values

1. Nomenclature and definitions of reference and control materials

Analytical QCMs are of various kinds and a plethora of names has been used to describe the
variety of pure compound, synthetic and natural matrix products produced [7]. The literature reveals
names such as: standard reference material, certified reference material, reference material, biological
reference material, international biological standard, international reference sample, certified natural
standard, certified standard sample, uncertified standard, standard sample, analyzed sample, reference
sample, reference standard, synthetic standard, matrix reference material, surrogate reference material,
simulated reference material, intermediate reference material, comparative standard, primary reference
material, secondary reference material, working reference material, routine working reference material,
second generation biological reference material, quality control sample, check sample, primary standard,
primary reference substance, secondary standard, manufacturer's standard, production standard, technical



material, technical standard, primary reference material, analytical standard, analytical reference standard,
analytical reference material, analytical master standard,, reference standard, pure standard compound,
reference compound of certified purity an working standard. ISO and NIST have firm definitions of RMs
and SRMs; official guidelines for in-house quality control materials would be welcomed.

2. Nomenclature and definitions of 'Certified Values' and related concentration terms

Concomitantly a similarly bewildering array of terms referring to associated numerical values has
appeared in the literature: certified (value or concentration), uncertified, non-certified, attested,
consensus, probable, possible, most likely, recommended, informational, mean, overall mean, preferred
mean, average, median, indicative, usable, guaranteed, proposed, provisional, tentative, best, select
mean, calculated mean, magnitude, estimate, true, preferred accepted, assigned, target, published and
manufacturer's. According to the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) only the following
terms have been officially recognized (for RMs) and official guidelines for in-house quality control
materials would be welcomed.

Certified value (of a given quantity): for a certified reference material, the value that appears in the
certificate or other documentation accompanying the material, this value having been certified by a
technically valid procedure.

Uncertified value (of a given quantity): for a reference material, the value of a quantity obtained by
interlaboratory the material, but which is not certified by the producer or by any other Agency. (Note:
an uncertified value may be given for information only).

Consensus value (of a given quantity): for a reference material, the values of a quantity obtained by
interlaboratory testing, or by agreement between appropriate bodies or experts. (Note: a consensus value
could, through appropriate action by a certifying body, become a certified value).

Best estimate or reference value (of the value of a given quantity): an estimate of the value that is
optimized by taking into account both metrological and technical judgement and statistical factors.

3. Overall measurement system

For analytical values from the characterization exercise to be meaningful, the measurement
process must produce precise numerical values of the property under analysis that are free of, or
corrected for, all known systematic errors within agreed upon or practical limits required for the end use
of the material; such values are also related to the "true value". Existing RMs can be used within an
accuracy-based measurement system to serve as vehicles for transfer of accuracy of a definitive method
to the measurement process and the numerical data generated therefrom [8-10].

4. Material preparation

Collection/preparation refers to all of the physical (and chemical) steps necessary to bring the
starting material to RM status. It constitutes a major and important phase of RM development and entails
many considerations in the many required steps for proper execution of RM development. Major
considerations include (a) planning, (b) material selection, (c) collection, (d) preparation, (e)
characterization, (0 storage and (g) documentation; each of these can be further subdivided. Attention
to detail in all collection / preparation steps is mandatory. The flowchart in Table 5 [47] presents a



general summary of steps applied to the collection and preparation of biological, environmental, clinical
and geological RMs based on collective descriptions in several reports offering good preparatory
descriptions [7. 40, 42, 48-62]; a wealth of preparative and physical characterization information may
be found in internal reports of the Institute of Reference Materials and Measurements, Geel. This
comprehensive listing attempts to cover all possibly required steps in the preparative scheme and it should
be recognized that not all steps are required in every instance and that the sequence and details will vary.
A summary of additional details is in [47]; as well the certificates/reports of investigation accompanying
RMs issued by the many organizations such as IRMM, IAEA, NIES, NIST, NRCC may be consulted.

5. Physical characterization

Physical characterization involves visual and microscopic examination, observation of appearance,
colour and powder flow characteristics, determination of particle size, shape and distribution by sieving
and microscopy, effects of particle size on chemical composition, moisture loss/pickup and
demixing/settling during storage and transport.

6. Material stability

Long term integrity of an RM/QCM is a necessary condition for confidence in assigned values.
Changes over time may be due to: evaporation or chemical reactions under the influence of temperature
or light, precipitation, bacteriological activity, interaction of the material with the container in which it
is stored, etc. These changes may impact on the matrix physical and chemical composition and
measurand values and are especially a matter of concern for organic or volatile components and with
solutions. Material stability should be tested under conditions which accelerate the changes which might
occur under usual conditions during storage and in the laboratory.

7. Material homogeneity

Homogeneity refers to the variation of measurand concentration among test portions taken from
the same and different containers. An indication of homogeneity is established by measurements with
precise techniques and is the first chemical characterization to be conducted prior to the certification
exercise. Estimates of homogeneity can be had from CVs from determinations by the initiating
laboratory, from interlaboratory cooperative analytical determinations and by ANOVA of results within
and between containers.

8. Analytical characterization (certification) philosophy

Probably the most difficult and challenging task of the QCM development process is analytical
characterization (certification), that is, the process of obtaining concentration data which approach as
closely as possible the "true value", together with uncertainty limits. Chemical characterization for
quantification or certification purposes, encompasses measurand selection based on nutritional,
toxicological and environmental significance as well as availability of suitable analytical methodologies
and analysts. It includes selection of certification protocols based on definitive, reference and validated
methodologies, selection of expert analysts applying conceptually different approaches, selection,
development, assessment and validation of methodologies and adaptation of statistical protocols for data
analysis (20, 63, 64].

The literature on RM certification indicates that there are two broad types of approaches for the
characterization of RMs: (I) statistical and (2) measurement. The statistical approach relies on the in-
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depth application of statistical calculations to a body of", often widely scattered and discordant, analytical
results obtained from diverse exercises. The approach based on measurement emphasizes laboratory
measurement aspects and deals more in detail with various diverse analytical measurement possibilities
to generate a coherent dataset, followed by necessary minimal calculations. Major approaches to
characterization/certification may be classified as:

(1) Definitive method - one organization
(2) Independent reference methods - one organization
(3) Independent reference and validated methods by selected expert analysts - multiple organizations and
laboratories
(4) Volunteer analysts, various methods - multiple organizations and laboratories
(5) Method-specific - characterization by a specific, validated method by selected expert or experienced
analysts - multiple organizations and laboratories.

The QCM developer will have to determine which approaches are within his reach and appropriate for
the venture.

9. Definition of analytical methods

Three methodology terms should be kept in mind as they are intimately integrated into the
measurement system and the first two are utilized in the characterization of QCMs. A definitive method
of chemical analysis is one which has a valid and well-described theoretical foundation, has been
experimentally evaluated to lead to negligible systematic errors and a high level of precision. Definitive
methods provide the fundamental basis for accuracy in chemical analysis. Such methods usually require
highly skilled personnel, are time-consuming as well as expensive to perform. A reference method is a
method of proven and demonstrated accuracy established by direct comparison with a definitive method
or with a primary RM. Since reference methods may also be moderately sophisticated, their use may
not always be possible. Reference methods can be used to produce secondary reference materials, and
control the accuracy of quality assurance procedures. The term field method denotes any method of
chemical analysis used in applications requiring large numbers of measurements on a routine basis usually
with automated instrument systems capable of producing highly precise (but not necessarily accurate)
data.

10. Selection of measurands for characterization

Refer to-above for a list measurands of possible interest in food analysis.

11. Performance of analytical methods

Analytical procedures are subject to many sources of error starting with sampling and sample
preparation and ending with the calculation and recording of the results. Their accuracy, systematic error
and precision, cannot readily be evaluated by means of any single test. However, a substantial part of
the whole procedure can generally be tested by the use of appropriate analytical quality control materials,
especially certified RMs. There is a need to ensure good performance for the purpose of QCM
characterization.

o
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12. Selection of analytical methodologies

The large number of measurand/material combinations for which concentration values are targeted
necessitates a large number of analytical methods. In work on the elemental certification of 12 RMs for
303 assigned values [42] 13 major classes of methods were used including the usual currently used single-
and multi-element instrumental techniques ranging from atomic absorption and emission spectrometry,
mass spectrometry, neutron activation analysis and electrochemically-based techniques to the classical
Kjeldahl method for nitrogen, light absorption spectrometry, fluorometry and gravimetry. Purposely,
an attempt was made to get wide-ranging techniques and procedures with different sample preparation
steps, including no decomposition as in instrumental neutron activation analysis and particle induced X-
ray emission spectrometry, as well as different detection/measurement techniques.

Analytical methods should include nuclear methods [65, 66]. In the above work [42, 65] six
different variants of neutron activation analysis (NAA) methods were employed including: instrumental
neutron activation analysis, instrumental neutron activation analysis with acid digestion, neutron activation
analysis with radiochemical separation, neutron capture prompt gamma activation analysis, epithermal
instrumental neutron activation analysis, and neutron activation analysis with preconcentration. Methods
based on NAA were found to rank typically in the middle of the range with the three other major
analytical methods (atomic absorption spectrometry, atomic emission spectrometry, mass spectrometry)
with respect to precision. NAA methods, however, distinguished themselves by often exhibiting superior
accuracy. These facts, together with the need for no sample treatment in the case of INAA, the version
used in the vast majority of NAA applications, make contributions by NAA methodologies, extremely
valuable to RM/QCM characterization.

13. Selection of analysts / laboratories

Following selection of appropriate and desired methods of analysis, analysts in participating
laboratories are selected on the basis of their established capabilities (competence, experience, motivation,
healthy scepticism concerning results obtained). The reliability of the analysis seems to depend much
more on the analyst than on technique.

14. Selection of statistical protocols, uncertainty statements

Statistical protocols for homogeneity testing, in-house and outside laboratory analyses, dealing
with aberrant data and calculation of assigned values and depiction of associated uncertainties must be
selected. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and variance component calculations would be typical; various
plots (eg. concentration versus unit, concentration versus laboratory number, concentration versus
observation number) could be made for inspecting, assessing and selecting results for use in calculating
reference and informational concentration values and uncertainties. It is recommended to have input from
a statistician.

15. In-house (initiating/coordinating laboratory) characterization

Depending on the extent and complexity of the QCM project, the initiating laboratory will make
a major or minor contribution to the analytical characterization effort. This will principally depend on
locally available methodological, instrumental and technical competencies. The laboratory should be
involved in preliminary analyses, homogeneity studies, contributions to final reference values as well as
coordinating the overall preparation and characterization effort.

-31
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16. Cooperative interlaboratory analytical characterization campaign

Should a large number of materials and a wide range of measurands be involved and there be lack
of requisite techniques in the initiating laboratory, involvement of outside analysts will be necessary.
Following selection of targeted and desired methods of analysis, analysts should be selected on the basis
of their established capabilities. A conscious attempt should be made to get wide-ranging techniques and
procedures including different sample preparation steps. Clear, sufficiently detailed instructions and
forms for reporting methodological details and analytical results are to be provided.

17. Data quality control of in-house and interlaboratory analyses

Usual data quality control procedures should be in place in the initiating laboratory and a request
for the same should be made to outside participants. Emphasis is placed on the importance to the
undertaking of the simultaneous incorporation of appropriate RMs into the scheme of analysis and
specific instructions for their selection and use may be forwarded. Reliability of the data generated in
the characterization exercise is related to the concept of 'traceability', that is the relating of acquired data
to a national or international reference through an unbroken chain of comparisons all having stated
uncertainties [67].

18. Critical evaluation of the methods used by cooperators

Critical evaluation of analytical methods and procedures used is complementary to. but
independent, from evaluation of submitted results. Complete descriptions of methods followed may be
submitted as scientific journal articles or laboratory notes. Evaluation relies on the initiating analyst's
experience and his interpretation of the validity and appropriateness of the applied methods and procedural
details as they relate to the specific matrices and measurands under investigation. Many combinations
of sample treatment, and detection and measurement schemes will lead to multiple variants of each
method; each must be considered.

19. Evaluation of data on technical merits

This item is closely related to 18. A good and interesting approach is ingrained in the RM
development activities of the European Commission (BCR) whereby meetings between organizers of the
RM program and participating analysts from member countries are held for dialogue to critically assess
results

20. Evaluation and selection of multilaboratory/multimethod analytical data

Information to be requested from participating analysts to aid in data evaluation can include: brief
details on sample preparation, instrumentation used and detection limit (and definition) for each
measurand; analysts involved in analyses; the number of instrumental readings taken to give each mean
concentration; calibration; instrumental precision; unusual occurrences observed during the work; nominal
subsample masses taken; concentration results. Similar information is separately provided for materials
utilized for quality control. Analytical results are perused and requests for clarification, remeasurement
or additional information are made as required. Prior to final calculations of reference and information
values, the analytical concentration results are carefully inspected using technical, statistical (variation and
bias) and judgement criteria to remove aberrant, outlying or non - representative data.

- 3 <:l
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21. Statistical treatment of data

Dealing with outliers is an early order of business, carried out in perhaps three stages: (1)
deletion of obviously erroneous, aberrant or outlying data, (2) inspection of concentration versus
laboratory number plots and deletion of all data for a measurand/matrix with excessive within-laboratory
variation or systematic errors (bias) relative to data from the other laboratories: confirmation of rejection
by noting performance with certified RMs (3) repetition of (2) and rejection of additional individual
outliers or entire sets from a laboratory when their-retention has a serious impact on final uncertainty
(spread of accepted results). Outlier rejection criteria can include the following considerations: (1) poor
within-laboratory precision compared to that of other laboratories, (2) poor within-subsample precision
(within-laboratory instrumental precision) compared with similar parameters of other laboratories, (3)
laboratory systematic error judged by deviation of laboratory mean from overall mean, (4) accuracy,
based on performance with certified RMs, (5) within-laboratory precision with certified RMs, (6)
assessment of the technical merit of the analytical procedure, (7) number of subsamples analyzed
compared to that in other laboratories. The usual analysis of variance (ANOVA) and variance component
calculations can be carried out.

It is this author's view that, in certification, painstaking care is needed in the selection of the
cooperating laboratories and analytical methods and the main effort is in the generation of an excellent,
tight dataset with small systematic errors and uncertainties, which is then subjected to minor mathematical
manipulations to arrive at final property measures [63]. Abbey [68-71] has carried out many interesting
statistical manipulations and calculations of literature-reported data for standard rocks, recalculating
published recommended elemental concentration values using a variety of estimates (... "gamma
transformation", "dominant cluster mode", geometric means, Gastwirth median) of means, medians and
modes. He clearly and forcefully observes that "Given a highly incoherent set of results for the
determination of each constituent of a proposed reference sample, the originator is faced with the difficult
problem of estimating the 'true' concentration. No known test can prove the validity of a concentration
value derived from a mass of incoherent data" [71].

22. Calculation of concentration values and associated uncertainties

This is final step in certification. To avoid what has been denoted 'confusion as to the meaning
of the uncertainties that are attached to the concentration values for trace elements in biological materials'
and to avoid 'statements that cannot be interpreted in a meaningful quantitative or statistical way',
guidelines for evaluating and expressing uncertainty should be consulted [72]. The reference value can
be computed as the mean of equally-weighted individual laboratory means. The associated SD can be
calculated from the three variance components representing within-unit (aw

 2 ), among-unit (au
 2 ) and

among-laboratory/ method (crL
 1 ) variation according to the equation

SD = (aw
 2 + au

 2 + a L
 2 )!/2 (5)

where each a indicates the estimates of the associated variance component obtained from a type I
(hierarchal) variance component analysis. The SD is the basis for calculation of a 95% confidence
interval or uncertainty interval for a future single observation. The following statement has been used
by the author in reports of analysis for cooperatively produced AAFC/NIST RMs [73]:

Reference values, weight percent or mg/kg (ppm), presented in Reports of Investigation provided with
these Reference Materials are based on the dry material and are equally-weighted means of results from
generally at least two, but typically several, different analytical methods applied by analysts in different

- 3 3 -
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laboratories. Uncertainties are estimates expressed either as 95% confidence intervals or occasionally
as intervals based on ranges of accepted results for a single future determination based on a sample
weight of at least 0.5 g. These uncertainties, based on among-method and laboratory, among-unit and
withm-unit estimates of variances, include measures of analytical method and laboratory imp recisions and
biases and material inhomogeneity.

23. Reporting of results and information

A document should be prepared for each QCM developed. The documentation is typically a
certificate issued by the certifying agency or a report of investigation whose sole authority is the author.
Critically important information should be included to define and describe the material, describe its
preparation and characterization, list numerical values for properties together with the associated
uncertainties (as well as their definitions), stipulate minimum weight to be taken for analysis, indicate
conditions of storage and include other details necessary for the analyst to correctly and fully utilize the
material. BCR, ISO and other guidelines for contents of certificates should be consulted (49, 74].

24. Publication of protocol followed

In-depth treatment of all aspects of the development procedures should be available in accessible
technical or scientific publications for information of the analyst/user. These documents or supplementary
published material may also contain a listing of all individual data, final values, methods and analysts.

25. Testing and applying this protocol

It would be beneficial if at least parts of the particular proposed protocol adopted for the
development of QCMs was subjected to preliminary testing and modification if required prior to full
application.

26. Future status of reference and informational values

The credibility associated with the QCM is directly related to the degree of confidence placed in
the developing organization. The work should be thoroughly and competently conducted so that no
periodic updating of recommended values need be done.

4. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The ideas formulated here, for food materials, are a summary and interpretation of information
found in many sources. The proposed steps are a starting point for the development of a much more
comprehensive document with more detailed information and instructions, formulated to provide specific
guidance to laboratories proposing to develop food QCMs. These instructions can be adapted to other
materials of interest to this committee with additional specific details, and a proposal is made for the
preparation of one comprehensive report on the topic of development of in-house QCMs. A secondary
aim of such a report will be to increase the awareness of the analyst and scientist in the concept, role and
utility of existing RMs in data quality and to stimulate increased RM use as a cornerstone of the quality
control program to establish, monitor and maintain analytical data quality.

Reliability and confidence in the stated characteristics of the developed QCMs is a basic critical
criterion for their use for quality control. Applications of methods of chemical analysis are fraught with
many sources of error and countless opportunities exist for the introduction of error into the final results.
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Measurement systems must therefore be operated under a complete, regularly-applied quality assurance
program if results are to be meaningful. Characterization philosophy rests on the concept of independent
methodology, the application of theoretically and experimentally different measurement techniques and
procedures to generate method-independent concordant results. The developer should be aware of the
need for, and possible shortage of, highly competent analysts required for characterization work, the
difficulties of good work at trace and ultratrace levels and methodological deficiencies for specific
measurands. Throughout the overall task of development there is a requirement for a critical approach
by critical analytical and measurement scientists in order to produce top quality control materials.
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TABLE 1. SUPPLIERS OF FOOD AND RELATED BIOLOGICAL REFERENCE MATERIALS FOR
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION QUALITY CONTROL

Code

AAFC
AMM
ARC
BCR

BOWEN
CANMET
CII
CSRM
CZIM
EPA
FISHER
GBW
GHENT
IAEA
ICHTJ"

INCT
IGGE
IRANT
KL
LGC
LIVSVER
NIES
NIST
NRCC
NYCO
SHINR

Name a

Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (see NIST)
Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Poland
Agricultural Research Centre, Finland
Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements (IRMM), Belgium (Community
Bureau of Reference (BCR)
Dr. H.J.M. Bowen, United Kingdom
Canada Centre for Mineral and Energy Technology, Canada
Comite Inter-Instituts d' Etudes des Techniques Analytiques de Diagnostic Foliaire (France)
Pb-anal, Kosice, Slovakia
Slovak Institute of Metrology, Slovakia
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, USA
Fisher Scientific Company, USA
National Research Centre for Certified Reference Materials, China
Department of Internal Medicine, University Hospital, Belgium
International Atomic Energy Agency, Austria
Commission of Trace Analysis of the Committee for Analytical Chemistry of the Polish
Academy of Sciences, Poland
Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology
Inst. of Geophysical and Geochemical Exploration, China
Institute of Radioecology and Applied Nuclear Techniques, Czechoslovakia
Kaulson Laboratories Inc., USA
Laboratory of the Government Chemist, United Kingdom
Swedish National Food Administration, Sweden
National Institute for Environmental Studies, Japan
National Institute of Standards and Technology, USA
National Research Council Canada, Canada
Nycomed Pharma, Diagnostica, Norway
Shanghai Institute of Nuclear Research, China

1 Major, mainly government agency suppliers, adapted from (11, 16 17] which includes complete names and
addresses.

b Terminology recently changed from ICHTJ to INCT.
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TABLE 2. CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FOOD AND RELATED BIOLOGICAL REFERENCE MATERIALS
FOR CHEMICAL COMPOSITION FROM, MAINLY. GOVERNMENT AGENCY SUPPLIERS1

Material

Foodstuffs

Cabbage Leaves
Animal Muscle (pork)
Carrot Powder
Milk Powder
Potato Powder
Total Diet
Wheat Flour
Skim Milk Powder
Wholemeal Flour (vitamins)
Margarine (vitamins)
Spiked Skim Milk Powder
Spiked Skim Milk Powder
Soya-Maize Oil Blend (fatty acids)
Beef-Pork Fat Blend (fatty acids)
Anhydrous Milk Fat (fatty acids, etc.)
Bovine Muscle
Bovine Liver
Pig Kidney
Natural Milk Powder
Spiked Milk Powder
Wholemeal Flour
Whole Rapeseed
Brown bread
Defatted Peanut Meal (aflatoxin)
Defatted Peanut Meal (aflatoxin)
Defatted Peanut Meal (aflatoxin)
Mussel Tissue
Whole Milk Powder (aflatoxin)
Whole Milk Powder (aflatoxin)
Whole Milk Powder (aflatoxin)
Whole Milk Powder (aflatoxin)
PCBs in Cod Liver Oil
PCBs in Mackerel Oil
Whole Rapeseed
Whole Rapeseed
Maize Flour (deoxynivalenol)
Maize Flour (deoxynivalenol)
Wheat Flour (deoxynivalenol)
Whole Milk Powder
Rye Flour
Wheat Flour
Haricot Beans
Lyophilized Pork Muscle
Peanut Butter (aflatoxin)

Code"

AMM-CL-1
ARC/CL-AM
ARC/CL-CP
ARC/CL-MP
ARC/CL-PP
ARC/CL-TD
ARC/CL-WF
BCR-CRM 063R
BCR-CRM-121
BCR-CRM-122
BCR-CRM-150
BCR-CRM-151
BCR-CRM-162
BCR-CRM-163
BCR-CRM-164
BCR-CRM-184
BCR-CRM-185R
BCR-CRM-186
BCR-CRM-187
BCR-CRM-188
BCR-CRM-L89
BCR-CRM-190R
BCR-CRM-191
BCR-CRM-262
BCR-CRM-263
BCR-CRM-264
BCR-CRM-278R
BCR-CRM-282
BCR-CRM-283
BCR-CRM-284R
BCR-CRM-285
BCR-CRM-349
BCR-CRM-350
BCR-CRM-366
BCR-CRM-367
BCR-CRM-377
BCR-CRM-378
BCR-CRM-379
BCR-CRM-38OR
BCR-CRM-381
BCR-CRM-382
BCR-CRM-383
BCR-CRM-384
BCR-CRM-385R

-Ma
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Wheat Flour (deoxynivalenol)
Peanut Butter (aflatoxin)
Milk Powder (vitamins)
Cod Muscle
Pesticides in Pork Fat
Porcine Muscle (chloramphenicol)
Porcine Muscle (chloramphenicol)
Rapeseed Oil (oil, moisture, volatiies)
Rapeseed Oil (oil, moisture, volatiies)
Rapeseed Oil (oil, moisture, volatiles)
PCBs in Natural Milk Powder
Total & Methylmercury in Tuna Fish
Total & Methylmercury in Tuna Fish
Rice Flour (amylose)
Rice Flour (amylose)
Rice Flour (amylose)
Wheat (ochratoxin)
Wheat (ochratoxin)
Mussel Tissue (butyitins)
Mixed Vegetables (vitamins)
Pig Liver (vitamins)
Haricots Beans (dietary fibre)
Carrot (dietary fibre)
Apple (dietary fibre)
Full Fat Soya (dietary fibre)
Bran Breakfast Cereal (dietary fibre)
Anhydrous Butter Fat (triglycerides...)
PCDDs & PCDFs in Unspiked Milk Powder
PCDDs & PCDFs in Unspiked Milk Powder
PCDDs & PCDFs in Unspiked Milk Powder
Mussel (dc-saxitoxin)
Mussel (dc-saxitoxin)
Cod Liver Oil (OCPs)
Milk Powder (PCDDs, PCDFs)
Kale
Apple
Cabbage
Lettuce
Fish Tissue
Tea
Tea
Rice Flour
Wheat Flour
Cabbage
Fluoride Composition in Corn
Fluoride Composition in Corn
Mercury in Rice
Non Fat Milk Powder
Pork Liver
Mussel
Prawn

BCR-CRM-396
BCR-CRM-410R
BCR-CRM-421
BCR-CRM-422
BCR-CRM-430
BCR-CRM-444
BCR-CRM-445
BCR-CRM-446
BCR-CRM-447
BCR-CRM-448
BCR-CRM-450
BCR-CRM-463
BCR-CRM-464
BCR-CRM-465
BCR-CRM-466
BCR-CRM-467
BCR-CRM-471
BCR-CRM-472
BCR-CRM-477
BCR-CRM-485
BCR-CRM-485
BCR-CRM-514
BCR-CRM-515
BCR-CRM-516
BCR-CRM-517
BCR-CRM-518
BCR-CRM-519
BCR-CRM-532 (RM)
BCR-CRM-533 (RM)
BCR-CRM-534 (RM)
BCR-CRM-542
BCR-CRM-543
BCR-CRM-598
BCR-CRM-607
BOWEN's Kale
CII
CII
CII
EPA-SRS903
GBW-07605
GBW-08505
GBW-08502
GBW-08503
GBW-08504
GBW-08506
GBW-08507
GBW-08508
GBW-08509
GBW-08551
GBW-08571
GBW-08572
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Rye Flour
Milk Powder
Milk Powder
Milk Powder
Milk Powder
Mussel Homogenate
Mussel Homogenate
Sucrose
Sucrose
Radionuclides in Whey Powder
Whey Powder
Mediterranean Tuna Fish
Brandy (alcohol)
Wine (alcohol)
Wine (alcohol)
Wine (alcohol)
Lager Shandy (alcohol)
Lager (alcohol)
Cider (alcohol)
Ethanol/Wacer (alcohol)
Ethanol/Water (alcohol)
Ethanol/Water (alcohol)
Ethanol/Water (alcohol)
Ethanol/Wacer (alcohol)
Chocolate Confectionery
Sugar Confectionery
Yellow Fat Spread (fat)
Malted Milk Biscuit (fat)
Milk Powder (fat)
Milk Drink Powder (fat)
Com Oil (pesticides)
White Bread Flour
Beef/Pork Meat
Pork Meat
Pork/Chicken Meat
Pork Meat
Tea Leaves
Rice Flour
Rice Flour
Rice Flour
Fish Tissue
Fatty Acids & Cholesterol in a Frozen Diet Composite

Total Diet
Non Fat Milk Powder
Cholesterol & Fat Soluble Vitamins in Coconut
Oyster Tissue
Wheat Flour
Rice Flour
Brewers Yeast
Bovine Liver
Organics in Cod Liver Oil

IAEA-V-8
IAEA-A-14
IAEA-152
IAEA-153
1AEA-321
IAEA-142/OC
[AEA-142/TM
IAEA-C-6
[AEA-CH-6
IAEA-154
IAEA-155
IAEA-352
LGC-5000
LGC-5001
LGC-5002
LGC-5003
LGC-5004
LGC-5005
LGC-5006
LCG-5404
LCG-5405
LCG-5406
LCG-5407
LCG-5408
LGC-7016
LGC-7017
LGC-7004
LGC-7005
LGC-7006
LGC-7007
LGC-7008
LGC-7003
LGC-7000
LGC-7001
LGC-7002

LIVSVER-SMRI-94-1
NIES-CRM-7
NIES-CRM-10A
NIES-CRM-10B
NIES-CRM-IOC
NIES-CRM-U
NIST-SRM-1544
NIST-SRM-1548a
NIST-SRM-1549

Oil NIST-SRM-1563
NIST-SRM-1566b
NIST-SRM-l567a
NIST-SRM-1568
NIST-SRM-1569
NlST-SRM-1577b
NlST-SRM-1588

• M -
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Infant Formula
Baby Food Composite
Com Kernel
Bovine Muscle Powder
Whole Egg Powder
Microcrystalline Cellulose
Wheat Gluten
Mixed Diet
Corn Starch
Corn Bran
Whole Milk Powder
Durum Wheat Flour
Hard Red Spring Wheat Flour
Soft Winter Wheat Flour
Furans & Dioxins in Fish

Plants

Aquatic Plant (Lagarosiphon major)
Aquatic Plant
Olive Leaves
Beech Leaves
Spruce Needles
Hay Powder
Single Cell Protein
Single Cell Protein
Sea Lettuce (Ulva lactuca)
Rye Grass
Compound Feed (aflatoxin)
Compound Feed (aflatoxin)
White Clover
Plankton
Lichen (trace elements)
Aquatic Plant (Cr)
Spruce Twigs and Needles
Spruce Twigs and Needles
Artichoke Leaves
Codia Discolor Leaves
Cotton Leaves
Eucalyptus Leaves
Hevea Leaves
Maize Leaves
Olive Leaves
Orange Leaves
Palm Leaves
Peach Leaves
Golden Apple Leaves
Cox's Orange Apple Leaves
Vine Leaves
Tobacco Leaves
Sugarbeet Leaves

NlST-SRM-1846
NIST-SRM-2383
NIST-RM-8413
NIST-RM-8414
NIST-RM-8415
NIST-RM-8416
NIST-RM-8418
NIST-RM-8431a
NIST-RM-8432
N1ST-RM-8433
NlST-RM-8435
NIST-RM-8436
NIST-RM-8437
NlST-RM-8438
NRCC-CARP-l

BCR-CRM-060
BCR-CRM-061
BCR-CRM-062
BCR-CRM-100
BCR-CRM-101
BCR-CRM-129
BCR-CRM-273
BCR-CRM-274
BCR-CRM-279
BCR-CRM-28I
BCR-CRM-375
BCR-CRM-376
BCR-CRM-402
BCR-CRM-414
BCR-CRM-482
BCR-CRM-596
CANMET-CLV-1
CANMET-CLV-2
CII
ClI
CII
CII
CII
CII
CII
CII
CII
CII
CII
CII
CII
CII
CII
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Oak Leaves
Alfalfa
Hay
Rye-Grass
Barley Straw
Blond Peat
Pine Bark
Carnation
Pine Needles
Rice Straw
Bush Branches and Leaves
Bush Branches and Leaves
Poplar Leaves
Peach Leaves
Codonopsis p.
Cotton Cellulose
Hay Powder
Cellulose
Wood
Wood
Clover
Sea Plant
Lichen
Grass
Oriental Tobacco Leaves
Virginia Tobacco Leaves
Cantharellus t. (fungus)
Pepperbush
Chlorella
Sargasso seaweed
Apple Leaves
Peach Leaves
Spinach Leaves
Citrus Leaves
Tomato Leaves
Pine Needles
Fluoride in Vegetation
Corn Stalk

Animal tissues and fluids

OCPs in Animal Feed
Human Serum (Cortisol)
Human Serum (Cortisol)
Bovine Blood (Pb/Cd)
Bovine Blood (Pb/Cd)
Bovine Blood (Pb/Cd)
Human Serum
Human Serum
Human Serum (progesterone)
Bovine Urine (diethylstilboestrol)

C1I
C1I
CII
CU
CII
CII
CII
CII
CII
CII
GBW-07602
GBW-07603
GBW-07604
GBW-08501
GBW-09501
IAEA-V-9
[AEA-V-10
IAEA-C-3
IAEA-C-4
IAEA-C-5
IAEA-156
IAEA-3O7
IAEA-336
IAEA-373
ICHTJ-CTA-OTL-l
ICHTJ-CTA-VTL-2
LIVSVER-FUNGUS
NIES-CRM-1
NlES-CRM-3
NIES-CRM-9
NIST-SRM-1515
NIST-SRM-1547
NIST-SRM-1570a
NIST-SRM-1572
NIST-SRM-1573a
NIST-SRM-1575
NIST-SRM-2695
NIST-RM-8412

BCR-CRM-1I5
BCR-CRM-192
BCR-CRM-193
BCR-CRM-194
BCR-CRM-195
BCR-CRM-196
BCR-CRM-303
BCR-CRM-304
BCR-CRM-347
BCR-CRM-386
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Bovine Urine (dienoestrol)
Bovine Urine (hexooestrol)
Bovine Urine (diethylstilboestrol)
Bovine Urine (dienoestrol)
Bovine Urine (hexooestrol)
Human Hair
Human Serum (creatinine)
Human Serum (creatinine)
Human Serum (creatinine)
Human Serum (estradiol)
Human Serum (estradiol)
Human Serum (estradiol)
Bovine Liver
Fish
Human Hair
Human Hair
Lyophilized Human Urine
Lyophilized Human Urine
Pb in Freeze-dried Human Urine
Pb in Freeze-dried Human Urine
F in Lyophilized Human Urine
F in Lyophilized Human Urine
Bovine Serum
Bovine Blood
Human Serum
Human serum
Animal Bone
Animal Bone
Animal Blood
Copepoda
Copepoda Homogenate
Fish Flesh
Fish Flesh
Shrimp Homogenate
Human Hair
Human Hair
Cockle Flesh
Fucus (Sea Plant Homogenate)
Fucus (Sea Plant Homogenate)
Blood
Blood
Blood
Serum
Serum
Serum
Serum
Serum
Serum
Urine
Urine
Urine

BCR-CRM-387
BCR-CRM-388
BCR-CRM-389
BCR-CRM-390
BCR-CRM-391
BCR-CRM-397
BCR-CRM-573
BCR-CRM-574
BCR-CRM-575
BCR-CRM-576
BCR-CRM-577
BCR-CRM-578
CZIM-LIVER
EPA-FISH
GBW-07601
GBW-09101
GBW-09102
GBW-09103
GBW-09104
GBW-09105
GBW-09106
GBW-09107
GBW-09131
GBW-09132/3/4
GBW-09135
GHENT-SERUM
IAEA-H-5
IAEA-A-12
IAEA-A-13
IAEA-MA-A-l/TM
IAEA-MA-A-l/OC
IAEA-MA-A-2/TM
IAEA-MA-B-3/RN
IAEA-MA-A-3/0C
IAEA-085
IAEA-086
IAEA-134
IAEA-140/OC
IAEA-I40/TM
KL-100-H
KL-100-L
KL-100-M
KL-146-I
KL-146-II
KL-147-I
KL-147-II
KL-148-I
KL-148-1I
KL-110-H
KL-110-L
KL-140-M
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Urine
Urine
Urine
Urine
Albacore tuna
Human Serum
Lead in blood
Oyster tissue
Bovine Liver
PCBs in Human Serum
Inorganics in Human Serum
Organics in Whale Blubber
Toxic Metals in Urine
Fluoride in Urine
Mercury in Urine
Fluoride in Vegetation
Human Lung
Human Liver
Serum
Serum
Whole blood
Whole blood
Whole blood
Urine
Dogfish Liver
Dogfish Muscle
Lobster Hepatopancreas
Non Defatted Lobster Hepatopancreas
Human Liver

KL-140-1
K.L-140-II
KL-142-I
KL-142-II
N1ST-RM-50
NIST-SRM-909
NIST-SRM-955a, b,
NIST-SRM-1566
NIST-SRM- 1577a
NIST-SRM-1589
NIST-SRM-1598
NIST-SRM-1945
NIST-SRM-2670
NIST-SRM-2671
NlST-SRM-2672
N1ST-SRM-2695
NIST-SRM-4351
NIST-SRM-4352
NYCO-105
NYCO-212
NYCO-904
NYCO-905
NYCO-906
NYCO-108
NRCC-DOLT-2
NRCC-DORM-2
NRCC-TORT-2
NRCC-LUTS-1
SHINR-NH

c, d

a Compilation of materials adapted from (6, 11-17, 20-29], prepared for determination of: stable isotopes, major,
minor and trace elements, radionuclides, speciation, organic nutrients, proximate constituents, organic contaminants
and radionuclides.

b Codes are defined in Table 1 and are a combination of producer codes and product identities assigned by the
producer; no codes have been assigned by CII. These Reference Materials are generally available from the listed
issuing organizations as well as from other distributors. Several older materials may not be available, however,
from primary sources but are included for completeness and for their usefulness and because they may still be
available on the secondary market.
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TABLE 3. ANNUAL WORLDWIDE PRODUCTION OF CROPS AND LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS, 1980 (1000
metric tons)*

Commoditv

Cereals
Sugar cane
Roots and tubers
Wheat
Cow milk whole,

fresh
Paddy rice
Maize
Vegetables and

melons
Sugar beets
Potatoes
Barley
Horsemeat
Cassava
Sweet potatoes
Sugar, centrifugal,

raw
Soybeans
Grapes
Sorghum
Pigmeat
Tomatoes
Pulses
Beef and veal
Oats
Seed cotton

Production

1,570,673
730,723
487,113
444,534

427,887
399,779
392,249

347,859
268,722
225,718
162,402
142,166
122,134
107,254

85,431
83.481
65,255
58.435
54,999
50.153
47,408
45.350
42,647
42,111

Bananas 39,254

Commoditv

Oranges
Apples
Coconuts
Cabbages
Wine

Millet
Hen eggs
Rye

Buffalo milk
Cottonseed
Watermelons
Plantain
Dry Onions
Groundnuts in shell
Dry beans

Cotton lint
Mangoes
Sunflower seed
Sugar, noncentrifugal
Cheese (all kinds)
Dry peas
Rapeseed
Olives
Cucumbers and

Gherkins
Carrots

Production

39,798
35,660
35,422
35,139
33,921

28,918
27,456
27,368

27,209
27,155
25,071
21,265
19,410
18,901
14,664

14,391
14,342
13,174
12,362
11,376
11,085
10,574
10,544

10,524
10,087

* Adapted from [35, 36]. Only commodities with annual production in excess of 10,000 (x 1000 metric tons) are
listed here.
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TABLE 4. FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL COMMODITY CLASSES3

Cereal products Nuts and nut products
Dairy Products Sugar and sugar products
Eggs and egg products Beverages
Meat and meat products Species and condiments
Fish and marine products Plants and products
Vegetables and products Cacao bean and products
Fruit and fruit products Total diets
Fats and oils Animal feeds

a From [37].
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TABLE 5. Flowchart of General reference material collection and preparation steps"

PLANNING
Overall planning and development of framework

MATERIAL SELECTION

COLLECTION
Selection of collection location

Selection of collection equipment and materials
Collection and acquisition

Interim Transport and storage

PREPARATION
Selection of processing equipment and materials

Production procedure investigation
Development and organization of processing facilities

Preliminary processing
Preliminary drying

Preliminary crushing/coarse grinding
Milling/grinding

Particle size fractionation (sieving)
Homogenization

Interim collection of processed material
Interim physical characterization

Stabilization
Interim chemical characterization

Stability testing
Packaging

CHARACTERIZATION
Final physical characterization

Chemical characterization (homogeneity)

STORAGE

DOCUMENTATION

1 From [47]

-51
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Certified Reference Materials
for

Organic Analysis

China Agricultural University
Department of Applied Chemistry

Pesticide Analysis and Environmental Toxicology

by Chuanfan Qian

Types of CRMs
(I)

• Pure substances or solutions :
— to be used for calibration and /or identification

• Pure substances of organic composition in environmental
study:

— different pesticides
— polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
— polychlorobiphenyls (PCBs)
— phenols
— chlorophenols
— chlorobenzenes
— polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins( dioxins, PCDD)
— polychlorinated dibenzofurans (furans, PCDF)
— etc 2

Types of CRMs
(2)

> Matrix reference materials
— used for validation of a measurement process mainly
— represent the matrix being analyzed by the user
— have a certified content
— are more important and interesting in environmental monitoring

• As method validation materials :
— to finalize the method development
— to validate analytical procedures
— to control the accuracy of procedure
— to tel I how the entire measurement procedure is performing

The Parameters for Selection of
Matrix Reference Material (1)

Level of concentration of the substances interested

Quantity sufficient to test the method properly

Degree of homogeneity

Matrix similar to the real samples
— chemical composition,
— physico-chemical binding of substances

The Parameters for Selection of
Matrix Reference Material (2)

The identical pretreatments between MRR and samples
— a form similar to real samples

Stable enough to be stored in a period of time

The adequate certification procedure :
having properly values

— certified content values
— uncertainly compatible with performance criteria

GLP and RM, RCM

• Good Laboratory Practicc(GLP) is intended
— To Guarantee that all information and actions undertake in the

course of experiments and investigations are traceable and can be
found back at any moment.

— To provide a comprehensive insight into the aims, planning,
performance, evaluation and reporting of trials

— It is not concerned with the requirements or aims of a test or with
the interpretation of its results and does not guarantee the accuracy
of the results

• Reference Materials and Quality Control Materials are essential
tools for the assessment of :

—The reliability and comparability of analytical results



The Necessity of QCMs or In-house RMs
in IAEA's Analytical Activities

1 To implement the QA and QC measures

To encourage the Member States' laboratories to use QCMs

To practice these laboratories with the proper use of QCM

To produce reliable data

To give good answer: the responsibility of analysts

To economic research fund

Two Main Important Factors for
Producing RM and QCM

The quality of RM and QCM

Assessment of Scientific and Teclinical Ability
of the Producers

Requirements for production of
RM and QCM (ISO Guide 34)

(i)

• Organizational requirements:
— management,

— quality policy and system,

— staffing and training,

— contracts and collaboration,

— storage and long term monitoring stability,

— recording and reporting,

— after sales service

Requirements for production of
RM and QCM (ISO Guide 34) (2)

• Production control:
— planning,

— preparation of material,

— traceability and calibration,

— measurement equipment and methods,

— assessment of homogeneity and stability,

— data treatment and certification

10

Main Requirements for
Matrix RMs and Matrix QCM

• Representativeness

• Stability

• Homogcnisation

• Packaging and storage

• Si/.e of batch

• l:\piralion

Representativeness

• A good RMorQCM
— should have a matrix similar to the daily routine samples

• The analytes must be present in the appropriate form

• Their concentration must be suitable

• I low the analytes are bound to the to the matrix

• The presence of potential interference in the matrix

• The physical status o: the RM or QCM
— dry
— sterilise or stabilis • the samples
— fresh samples

11 12
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Stability of the RM or QCM

• The stability of the analytes and matrix

• The stabilization processes must not affect:
— the homogeneity and representativeness of

materials
— the analytical behavior of matters

• Physical effects :
— light, tempcrature,other radiation,gravity
— proper storage and transport condition

• Chemical reactions
— make sample in solid and dry form

• Microbial activity
— kill them or block their development

• The stability study 13

Homogenisation

• The necessity for preparing large quantities of materials

• To be used or circulated over longer periods of time and over space
— long term reproducibility
— between laboratories

• The materials have to be produced in several units, all units have to
be identical.

• Homogenisation of fluids

• Homoeenisation of solid

14

Other Considerations

The packaging material and vial:
— inert to matrix and substances of interest
— must be made of nonporous matter
— must guarantee that the RM is isolated from the outside
— protection from light (UV)
— the head space above the material should be minimal to avoid

evaporation and condensation

Storage : according to the stability study
— conditions
— temperature

15

Expiry Date
The duration of the validity of the certified values

• A reasonable question from customers
difficult to answer by producers

• It is easy for trace elements, nutritional components and long
persistent pollutants

• It is very difficult to answer for less stable organic compounds

• The guarantee of CRMs producers can only be given as long as the
CRMs are in their facilities

• All condition changed during delivery

• The stability study in different temperature, time and conditions

16

CRMs for Organic Trace Analysis (1)

• Mam long persistent organic pollutants and their metabolites existed
— to assess their environmental impact
— to help the formulation of environmental policy

• Daw of good quality is required

• The chemical physical and microbial degradation may occur for

substances certified or the matrix

• The methods for organic trace analysis are less precise, usually no

definitive methods exist

• The preparation, pretreatment and other studies liad to he adapted

• The stabilization studv is difficult.

CRMs for Organic Trace Analysis (2)

In dry materials do not behave in the same manner as fresh samples

Stabilized by addition preservative substances

butylated hydroxytoluene(BHT)

They are to be used rapidly after opening of the cans

Tor mam substances the CRPs cannot be produced under acceptable
technical and economic conditions

17 18
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Types of Organic CRMs in Different Matrix (1)

CBs (Chlorobiphenyls) in the following matrix:

— fish lever oil. milk, fresh water sediment, sewage sludge, and
mineral oil

Dioxins (Polychlorinatcd dibenzo-p-dioxins and polychlorinated
dibenzofurans)in :
— milk and fly ash extract

OCI's (Organic Chlorinated pesticides) in
— fish lever oil and animal fat

Unstable pesticides in :
— lyophilized water

Types of Organic CRMs in Different Matrix (2)

• PAHs (Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons) in :
fish oil, sediment, sewage sludge, fly ash

• Methyl mercury in

fish and estuarine sediment

• Organotins in :

mussel

• Trimethyl lead in .
rainwater, urban dust

19 20

Example for Production of OCP in Fish Liver Oil

• Cod samples were from North Sea and were frozen at -25°C

• The cod liver oil is prepared from new dissected and cooked liver

• 2.5 L ofhighly contaminated cod liver oil(A) was mixed with 4.8 L of
relatively uncontaminated cod liver(B) in order to reach a medium
level of OCP contamination.

• Before mixing. 200mL of oil(B) was heated to 60°C to dissolve
2 5 g butyl hydroxy toluene used as an antioxidant, mixed by stirring

• 5 g material was dispensed into cleaned amber glass ampoules. The
ampoules were sealed under argon. 40 ampoules/batches, then stored
at -20 CC after homogeneity and stability studies

21

Example for Production of
Unstable Pesticides in Lyophitized Water

(1)

» Surface water and drinking water pollution

• Unavailability of certified reference materials to evaluate the
performance of the analytical systems

• Seven compounds were studied
atrazine. simazine, carbaryl, linuron, propanil,
permethrin, fenamiphos

• A freeze-dried water reference material was prepared

22

Example for Production of
Unstable Pesticides in Lyophilized Water

(2)
60001. of lap water spiked with
— 2 5g/ l . NaCI and
— 5O-8Oug/L of each pesticide
— 200-320 ug/I. of pcrmethrin

A blank tap water sample(3000L) with 2 5g/L NaCI

Kreezed to -I5°C. started the refrigeration of the condenser,
at - 40°C vacuum till the pressure is lOOurn. heating to 50 CC
In all c\cle temp was 50 °C The vacuum range was between
4(1 - 4 5Onm

14 .̂ Kii and 7 2 Kg olsamplc residue and blank were obtained
23

Example for Production of
Unstable Pesticides in Lyophilized Water

(3)
2.5g of salt powder/amber vial, filled with 99 <M5% argon with
teflon faced rubber lids and with aluminum cap packed in
bag polyethylene

160 vials of spiked salt
for homogeneity, stability and certification studies

Only the distribution ol'permethrin in the samples inhomogeneous
mean value: I 13 19mg/Kg. CV(%) 1 25.59 (n=4i

-20 °C. 12 months, all pesticide are stable. +4 °C k) months all
pesticides are stable except I'enamiphos: at 2O°C during one month
shghtU loss olditterent pesticides

24



Example for Production of
Unstable Pesticides in Lyophilized Water

(4)
Certified values for pesticides

compound
carbaryl
atrazine
simazinc
propanil
linuron

certified value
14
6.7
4.7
13.4
5.3

uncertainty
3
0.8
0.6
1.1
0.2

P
10
12
11
12
I I

Numerous sources of possible systematic errors from the sample
pretreatment

25

Example for Production of
Organotin in Mussel Tissue

Released in the marine environment from leaching oi'TBT- based
antifouling paints used on Boats and ships. Such as triphcnyltin(TPT)
and tributyltin(TBT) are very toxic to marine life

An Italian mussel farm in La Spezia Gulf ( Liguria. Italy)
High contents of organotin compounds in mussel tissues

Mussel tissue CRM was made with certified contents oI'MIJT. DBT,
TBT
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Example for production of PCB in milk

• Mixed a full cream milk( 125Kg) containing a moderate level ofPCBs
and a skimmed milk(HOKg) with very low levels of PCBs.

• Condensed and spray dried, ten batches of 3-4 Kg powder were sealed
into polyethylene bags.

• Homogenized (ten Batches) in a mixing drum, 20 g of milk powder
flushed with argon and sealed

• 21 batches with 65 ampoules in each were produced

• Store condition: ( 5 ± 2) °C, RH 50% in thedack

• Homogeneous and stability studies
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The Opinion for Production QCMs
for Organic Analysis in IAEA

1 Required
No definite methods
Sources of error: pretreatment procedures
Stable and unstable
The long persistent pollutants

— PCBs (Chlrobiphenyls)
— Dioxins (Polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxinsand polychlorinated

dibenzofurans)
— PAHs (Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons)
— OCPs
— Methyl mercury
— Organotins
— Trimethyl lead
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China Cultivated Land and Population

Population of China 12 billion

Cultivated Land: less than 0 I hectare / person,
the last third one in the world.

China has to use 8% of the world cultivated land
to feed 21 8 % of the population in the world

To mcel the increasing demand of food.
large amount of pesticides and fertilizers are used in China

The Annujf)
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The character of pesticide production
in China

> Annual output of pesticides : nearly 400.000 tons
(according to the technical products in 2000 ).

' This annual output is only less than USA
China is the second big pesticide production country1.

' The percentage of output of pesticide in China:
— Insecticides nearly 72% ,
— Fungicides nearly 13%,
— Herbicides 15%

' This situation is quite different from the developed countries.
— Herbicides nearlv 60%

The Character of Pesticide Production in China

• Among insecticides : 70% OP compounds

• Among 70% of OP compounds : nearly 70%

are high toxic

• Five high toxic OP compounds : 27% of total output
— methamidophos,
— parathion,
— methyl parathion,
— omehoate,
— monocrotophos
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The Problems

• Nearly thousand pesticide factories existed in china

• Technology of production : Less developed

• Thequality of pesticide active ingredients need to be improve

• The new formulation techniques : need to be developed

• The application techniques : need to be improved

• Herbicides developed quickly
residue problem
phytotoxic to succeeding Crops

Reference Materials of Pesticide
in China (1)

• China National Technical Committee of Pesticide standardization

• Members of committee: Specialists from Government. Universities.
Research Institutions, and Companies

• China National Technical Committee of Pesticide Reference Materials

• Synthesis or purified by Research Institutions or the factories
where the technical pesticides are produced.

• Identified, analysis and quantified by three or four authorized institutes,
usually from qualitative to quantitative analysis
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Reference Materials of Pesticide
in China (2)

Preparation of Standard Materials
Purified from technical active ingredients
Synthesis by purified raw materials and intermediate products

Purification Physical methods
— re-er\ stall ization
— distillation
— extraction
— chromatographic methods

Chemical methods (few)

Purity Determination

• Qualitative
homogeneous, m p , elementary analysis, UV, infrared, GC-MS.
HPl.C-MS

• Quantitative
GC or HPI.C

• Institutions
3 or 4 accredited ( by Chinese National Authority) laboratories

• Approval by
China National Technical Committee ol Pesticide Reference Materials

• Stability study and the expiration date
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Reference Materials

' Primary reference materials:
— High purified
— Qualitative and quantitative analysis
— Detailed description of their properties
— Certified by the China National Standardization Technical

Committee

Working standards :
— Purified
— Purity and other properties were determined by comparison with

the primary reference materials
— Used in routine pesticide analysis

An Example for Low level Proficiency Test
in Pesticide Residue Analysis

• During Accreditation of pesticide residue laboratory a low level test
of proficiency in pesticide residue analysis was performed.

• 26 laboratories

• In order to avoid the error from inaccurate pesticide reference
materials, the known pesticide reference material in the laboratory
was added to the matrices (vegetables, crops or soils), the amount of
fortified pesticide fortified is unknown
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The Reference Materials of
Available Components in Soil (1)

The Reference Materials of
Available Components in Soil (2)

• The Ministry' of Geology and Mineral Resources

• Global Physics and Global Chemistry Prospecting Institute

• Six different soils Brown forestry soil, Fluvoaquic soil. Purple soil.
Paddy soil, red soil, Latosolic red soil

• Sample preparation: cool dry, crushed by roller or pulverized by ball
mill pulverizer, through 60 mesh, homogeneous, 105 degree C dry
and de-active; put and conditioning for 6 months or 1 year, mix
sample by ball mill, keep in separate glass bottles

Sample size : 500 kg/one kind of soil
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• 10 Institutes

• Total N, organic materials, cation exchange capacity, pH,
exchangeable H, Al, Mg, Ca, Na, K, hydrolyzed N,
available P, K, Si Fe, Mn Cu, Zn, B, Mo

• A median value and a median ofabsolute deviation are calculated.

• Stability
3 years 5 tracking analyses( available Fe. Mn Cu), without statistical
difference.
The expiration date of these is 5 years
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The Reference Materials of
Available Components in Soil (3)

• Institute ofForesiry Research

• Soils : Brown forest soil, Yellow red soil

• Soil diameter 0 149 mm
OM. N, P, K, Ca. Mg, Si. Fe. Al, Mn

• Soil diameter 2 mm
pll. texture. CI-C. exchangeable alkali capacity, hydrolyzed N,
available P.K

• China fir leaves
Ash. N, P. K. Ca. Mg. Si. l"e. Al. Na. Cu, Zn. B. Na, Cl. S

The Reference Materials in
Environmental Monitoring

National Environmental Protection Agency
Institute Reference Materials

Writer Samples
Soil Samples
Rice and peach leave samples
Cow liver samples
Mussel
PAH in fly ashes
etc
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The Quality Control Materials in
Environmental Monitoring

Institute of Agro-Environmental Protection and Monitoring

Standard Soil Samples

nearU 20 Institutes

l ls .Cd.Cr . As. l>b
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REFERENCE MATERIALS AND THEIR ROLE IN

QUALITY ASSURANCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

Eduardo Cortes
Chemical Metrology Unit, Nuclear Applicatios Department

Chilean Nuclear Energy Commission
P.O. Box 188-D, Santiago, Chile

Abstract

The importance of a good and routine quality control procdures for the analyses of
environmental samples is presented. The use of Reference Materials as one simple procedure
for validating analytical methodologies and determine the accuracy of analytical data is
emphasized. The quality of the rference materials is also discussed as it is their selection and
correct use. The convenience of preparing "in-house" reference materials is discussed and
attention is called to relevant aspects to be consider. An example of the preparation of a
reference material is presented and some aspects of the procedure are discussed.

1: INTRODUCTION

It was after the United Nations' Summit on the protection of the environment held in
Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) in June 1992, that many countries decided to give special attention to
the problems related to the protection of the environment. This concern has been confirmed
with the implementation of several projects or international conventions aiming at a
sustainable development and the conservation of the environment Among such actions it can
be mentioned the Paris and Oslo convention for the North Sea, or the Barcelona convention
for the Mediterranean Sea. Some of the activities considered in these plans require a
permanent monitoring of the geographical areas under consideration. These monitoring
programmes implies the measurements of various parameters necessary to evaluate the
situation and follow their trends. Decisions to be taken by the authorities and actions to
mitigate possible damage to the environment are based on the results of such measurements.
On the other hand, monitoring programmes implies long term sampling and the respective
analysis of the collected specimens. Thus, the analytical process plays a very important role in
this context and requires to be carry out under well defined procedures and strict quality
control programmes.

The need for reliable information on chemical substances in the environment is of
most importance. There is a continuos emission of compounds and chemical elements into
the environment from different sources. Some of these substances require profound study to
determine possible effect on the flora and fauna and, if necessary, to give a scientific basis to
the health and environmental authorities to take measures to control or limit their use.

Chemical measurements in the different compartments of the environment are necessary for
several purposes [I]:

• Legislation may require the checking of the concentrations with respect to the
standards in products, environmental compartments and/or in waste materials.
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Corrective actions are necessary if the standards are exceeded.
• Legislation may entail that a penalty is imposed, on the basis of the

concentrations of a chemical parameter (e.g. the chemical oxygen demand in
waste waters)

• The method of disposal for a certain material (e.g. dredged material) may have
to be established on the basis of its degree of contamination. The method of
disposal of the material is assessed on the basis of the concentrations of a
number of priority pollutants.

• Environmental monitoring programmes may be started to assess temporal
trends and spatial distributions of potential pollutants. These programmes
provide feedback with respect to the effectiveness of the measures taken.

Reliable data are the result of a chain of actions which starts with the proper definition of the
problem to be solved. This should lead to a clear identification of the parameter(s) concerned.
It includes the target samples to be selected, the sampling strategy and the proper sampling
technique to be applied. When adequate samples have been analysed, the results should be
reported in such a manner that those who have to draw the conclusions and to take action, can
do so with all possible assurance. [2]

Analytical steps

Defining the scientific problem
Discussion by experts
Benefits/ use calculation
Panning the analyses

I.

-0-
j Representative sampling j

-0-
Sample preparation

1. Physically
washing
drying
homogeneization

2. Chemically
ashing
decomposition
enrichment
speciation

__

•IS
Instrumental measurement

Data evaluation
Solving the scientific problem

Estimation of errors

; Production of
: " data cementery"

Up to 1000%

Between 100 - 300%

Normally between
2 - 20%

Up tp 50%

FIG. 1. Estimation of errors in different steps of a
chemical analytical process
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The analytical process comprises several steps, each one having their own relevance and
importance when determining the reliability of the final result. Figure 1 shows the different
stages during a chemical process and an estimation of their contribution to the total
uncertainty of the final result. [3]

However, analysts pay great attention to the instrumental measurement since it is the
step under their own control and responsibility. Correct determinations of chemical
parameters implies precise (repeatable and reproducible) and accurate results. To achieve the
most reliable results the laboratory has to have a qualified infrastructure and personnel, an
established periodical maintenance of apparatus, proper chemicals, adequate management, etc
according to a quality assurance programme.

2. ACCURACY IN THE ANALYTICAL LABORATORY

Precision may be achieved within the laboratory by working under strict QA and QC
rules and by properly validating the analytical method, while accuracy is demonstrated by
external means. Accuracy is necessary to produce comparable data which are comparable
among laboratories. Environmental monitoring is a good example for which accurate data are
needed, e.g. for evaluation of contamination trends or assessment of environmental quality.
Accuracy can be demonstrated by three different means, (i) comparison with a different
method, (ii) comparison with other laboratories, and (iii) use of certified reference materials.
A short description of the first two approaches and a more comprehensive discussion on the
third procedure will follow

2.1. Comparison with a different method

Each analytical method has it own sources of errors. Results provided by atomic
absorption spectrometry (AAS) may suffer from error which may occur during the digestion
step, while for instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA) measurements may be
influenced by the resolution of the gamma ray detection system, e.g. insufficient separation of
gamma-ray peaks. If results obtained on similar samples by both methods are in good
agreement, it may be considered that the values found are accurate.

For this approach it is recommended to use only methods validated in detail and under
statistical control. It has been demonstrated that a good quality assurance programme is
essential to the accuracy and precision of analytical results. Further, the cross-comparison of
two methods for the evaluation of their accuracy should not be done within one laboratory but
preferable participating in interlaboratory exercises.

2.2. Comparison with other laboratories

Participating in interlaboratory round robins helps to improve the quality and
performance of a laboratory. These intercomparisons consist in exercises in which several
laboratories determine one or more substances in a similar sample provided by a central
organizing body. Comparison of different methods applied in different laboratories enables
detection of sources of errors as a result of a specific procedure or a given laboratory.
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FIG. 2. How to obtain results close to the
true value bt means of traceability

By participating in properly organized interlaboratory studies it is possible to evaluate
the accuracy of the laboratory and compare the performance of given methods and
techniques., The organization of interlaboratory studies involves the production and
distribution of reference materials (RMs) of verified homogeneity and stability, the collection,
treatment, and presentation of the results, and, highly desirable, the organization of a technical
meeting with all the participants. The statistical treatment of the data will not enable outlying
results to be explained nor give information about accuracy; it is only useful to analyse the
data population and inform on its statistical properties.

2.3. Use of certified reference materials

Modern practices of analytical chemistry have introduced concepts which have to be
applied in every day routine work, in the laboratory. Among those concepts, traceability and
uncertainty are closely related to the quality and reliability of analytical results.

By definition, traceability of a measurement is achieved by an unbroken chain of
calibrations connecting the measurement process to the fundamental units, known as SI Units.
In the vast majority of chemical analyses, the chain is broken because in the treatment the
sample is physically destroyed by dissolutions, calcinations, etc. To approach full traceability
it is necessary to demonstrate that no loss or contamination has occurred in the course of the
sample treatment. The only way for any laboratory to ensure traceability in a simple manner is
to verify the analytical procedure by means of a so-called matrix RM certified in a reliable
manner. The laboratory which measures such an RM by its own procedure and finds a value in
disagreement with the certified value is thus warned that its measurement includes an error, of
which the source must be identified. Figure 2 shows the required steps to demonstrate
traceability of the measurements performed in an analytical laboratory.

On the other hand, as indicated in the International Vocabulary of Basic and General
terms in Metrology [4], uncertainty is a parameter associated with the result of a
measurement, that characterises the dispersion of the values that could reasonable be
attributed to the measurand. Such parameter could be, for instance a standard deviation, a
multiple of it or the width of a confidence interval. Uncertainty of measurements comprises,
in general, many components. Some of these components may be evaluated from the



statistical distribution of the results of series of measurements and can be characterised by
standard deviation. Other components, which can also be characterised by standard deviation,
are evaluated from assumed probability distributions based on experience or other
information. The ISO Guide refers to these different cases as Type A and Type B estimations
respectively. Ideally, all laboratories should try to identify all possible sources of uncertainly
in their analytical process, determine the uncertainty of their measurements, and, therefore,
report all results with their respective associated uncertainty.

The reader is advice to consult the very useful publications on Quantifying Uncertainty in
Analytical Measurement, First and Second editions, published by Eurachem [5]

3. REFERENCE MATERIAL AND THEIR ROLE IN ENVIRONMENTAL
MONITORING

The use of RMs is the easiest way to achieve accuracy. Certified reference materials
link the user's results to those of the international scientific community. Additionally, they
enable the user to verify its performance at any desired moment. ISO GUIDE 33 has given the
following definitions for CRMs and RMs [6,7].

Reference material (RM): a material or substance one or more properties of which are
sufficiently well established to be used for the calibration of an apparatus, the assess-
ment of a measurement method, or for assigning values to materials.

Certified reference material (CRM): a reference material one or more of whose prop-
erty values are certified by a technically valid procedure, accompanied by or traceable
to a certificate or other documentation which is issued by a certifying body.

Reference materials are used for a number of purposes in the analytical laboratory:

• for the verification of the accuracy of results obtained,
• for monitoring the performance of the method,
• to calibrate equipment which requires a calibrant similar to the matrix,
• to demonstrate equivalence between methods and
Q to detect errors in the application of standardized methods

The conclusion on the accuracy obtained on the unknown sample is always a
conservative one: if the laboratory finds wrong results on a RM it is by no means certain of a
good performance on the unknown. If, however, the laboratory finds a value in agreement
with the certified value (according to ISO Guide 33 [6]), owing to discrepancies in
composition between RM and unknown, there is still a risk that the result on the unknown
may be wrong. The use of as many as possible relevant RMs is therefore necessary for a good
QA.

3.1. Availability of reference materials

There are a number of suppliers of matrix CRMs for almost all .type of sample
analysed currently in analytical laboratories. Some of them specialize in a certain field of



interest: the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) through its Marine Environment
Laboratory located in Monaco produces marine RMs as well as the National Research Council
of Canada, NRCC, Two main bodies, the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST, USA) and the BCR of the Commission of the European Communities, cover several
fields and ensure long-term availability of RMS, owing to the large batches of materials
produced. The IAEA Seibersdorf Laboratory, near Vienna, Austria, mainly provides certified
materials for nuclear measurements but has available some RMs for non-nuclear analysis.

There are a number of publications about the availability of RMs. The iSO Council on
Reference Materials (REMCO) of ISO has available a Directory for Reference Materials
which may be consulted [8]. The International Union for Pure and Applied Chemistry
(IUPAC) issues a catalogue of available CRMs [9J. The IAEA has been concerned with the
exchange of information to the scientist in its Member States and also produced a first survey
on RMs in the early 1980s, which was followed for a second one in 1990 on Biological and
Environmental Reference Materials for Trace Elements, Nuclides and Organic
Microcontaminants [10]. At present, the IAEIA has a full data base on RMs at its Web site on
the INTERNET.

Despite the apparently large number of suppliers and of available RMS, there is still a
lack of RMs of different matrices and analytes, such as F, I, Si and Sn in biological CRMs and
a multielemental RM for airborne particulate matter. A problem which may also arise with
RMs. as happened in the past, is that some certified values may be erroneous and the RM
needed to be re-certified. Examples of this situation was the change in the certified value for
arsenic in NBS SRM-1571 Orchard Leaves and in the IAEA-A-11 Milk Powder and H-4
Animal Muscle, were new values had to be assigned to As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, I, Mn, Mo, Ni and
Pb. However, the proper use of available CRMs remains one of the most effective ways to
validate an analytical method.

It is recommended to select RMs as similar as possible to the samples being analysed
in both respects: to the type of matrix (in order to be subject to the same levels of
interferences) and with regard to the concentration levels of the analyte(s) of interest. This is
not always possible since it could happen that the matrix is not available or the levels of the
analyte(s) of interest are different from those found in actual samples. On the other hand, the
cost of RMs produced by internationally well known suppliers limits drastically the possibility
of buying such materials These facts have motivated that many laboratories, in particular in
developing countries, are preparing their own control materials to satisfy their requirements.
This situation is more dramatic when there are economical implications due to trade of goods,
special with exported food. As an example, large amounts of seafood are exported from the
author's country to Europe, North America and Asia. The importing countries have set
maximum permissible levels for a number of heavy metals, such as Cd, Hg and Pb. in
molluscs. This requires an accurate determination of these elements, with appropriate
detection limits and a solid technical basis to assure a complete harmonization of the results
produced in both the exporting and the importing country. A search for a suitable RM of the
matrix and analytes adequate to the samples, none was found. It was the decided to look into
the possibilities of preparing RMs of the highest possible quality at the author's institution.

Two advantages were found in this respect. The first one was the fact that it would be
possible to prepare a material "a la carte", with respect to the matrix, according to the needs of



the laboratories. The second one was that a previous study carried out allowed the
characterization of several banks of molluscs in the coast, thus, the levels of the elements of
interest was known for each potential source of raw material. Taken into consideration these
and others prerequisites, the appropriate mollusc (matrix) and sampling site were selected and
the material collected.

However, the preparation of reference materials is not a trivial matter. There are a
number of requisites that the product has to have in order to fulfill the requirements. The
experience of the author in the preparation of one of the RMs, namely CCHEN-MR-002, clam
{Venus antiqua) produced by its institute, is described in the following paragraphs.

3.2. Preparation of reference materials

Reference materials can be prepared from several sources depending on the purpose
they are issued for:

• pure substances or solutions for calibration and/or identification or test of
procedures in improvement schemes

Q materials of known matrix composition for the calibration of comparative
methods

• matrix materials which as far as possible represent the matrix being analysed
by the user, either used in interlaboratory studies or for the verification of a
measurement process

As far as possible, the RM to be used should be similar to those samples routinely
analysed both with regard to the type of matrix (in order to be subject to the same levels of
interferences) and with regard to the concentration levels of the analyte(s) of interest. It is rare
to find an RM matrix exactly the same as the samples to be analysed, but the same type of
material should be used where possible. It is important that the concentration of analyte in the
RM should be of the same order of magnitude as that in the majority of the samples, otherwise
the technique is not adequately tested.

3.3. Selection, collection and preparation of the raw material

For environmental monitoring, where the matrices of the samples being studied are
very important, it is highly relevant to look for the appropriate raw material and, if possible,
perform a survey to find out the most convenient collection place.

The amount of raw material to be prepared should be such that the supply of the RM
will last for several years. Therefore, the amount of raw material should be several hundreds
kilograms in the case of molluscs, since once the shell and some parts are eliminated the
original weight can be reduced to as low as 20% of the original weight. The laboratory' has to
be properly equipped to handle large amounts of material.

In collecting the material, efforts has to be placed to unsure a clean, non-contaminated
material and that no losses of any of the analytes of interest occur. This is particular relevant
when the material is collected in places far from the laboratory or place were it will be
processed, as normally happen. Frozen of the material at the collection site is highly
recommended and it should be transported in such state.
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The collection of molluscs is normally done by professional divers and this operation
has to be closely supervised by a technical person. Care had to be placed in selecting
individuals as uniform as possible as regard size to ensure a similar age and, therefore,
analogous content of the analytes of interest.

Once in the laboratory, the material has to be further clean to assure that does not
contain extraneous substances such as sand or rest of shell. In the case of CCHEN-MR-002,
this cleaning was performed in a large portable fume hood with HEPA filters and materials
made out of Teflon and titanium. The hepatopancreas of the clam was also eliminated and the
parts of interest were again frozen. The material was then milled, mixed and storage at -80 °C.
All the material was treated in the same way. The material was then lyophilised in a large
capacity freeze drier. Once all the material was dried it was grinded and milled again and
homogenised in a large size "Y" shaped homogeniser. Most of the equipment used for the
preparation of the material was made at the institute mechanical and electrical shops.

The material candidate to RM was then sieve an distributed into clean glass bottles in
amount of about 25 g and sent for sterilization with 60Co gamma-rays

3.4. Homogeneity and stability

The RMs prepared from biological and environmental materials are heterogeneous by
nature. They should be subjected to tests to assure a certain degree of homogeneity to allows
them to fulfill the requirements of the analysts.

In theory, a material is perfectly homogeneous, with regard to a given characteristic, if
there is not a difference among the value that presents that characteristic in different sub-
samples of the same material. However, in practice it is accepted as homogeneous material,
with regard to a given characteristic, if experimentally a difference cannot be detected in the
characteristic measure in different sub-samples of the material.

The quantity of material in an individual bottle is, normally, enough to allow several
determinations of the analyte(s) of interest. Therefore, the homogeneity of the RM, with
respect to a particular analyte has to be verified to ensure that, within a bottle and from one
bottle to another, the content is the same (within- and between bottle-homogeneity). Another
important information for the analysts, which is derived from the determination of the
homogeneity refers to the minimum sample size which should be taken for analyses. This is,
the amount of sample for which it can be guarantee that the uncertainty caused by
inhomogeneity does not exceed the uncertainty of the assigned [11,12].

Therefore, the practical concept of homogeneity involves a determination of the
characteristic of interest and a parameter to estimate the dispersion of results (standard
deviation or variation coefficient). Also, in many cases, the precision of a measuring method
is affected by the size of the portion taken for analysis. Therefore, the grade of homogeneity is
defined for a specific sample size.

It is important to keep in mind that a material can be sufficiently homogeneous with
regard to the characteristic of interest to be useful as a RM although it is inhomogeneous with
regard to other characteristics, provided this lack of homogeneity doesn't exercise an influence



detectable on the accuracy and precision of the methods of determination used for the
characteristic of interest.

In a candidate to RM it is fundamental to carry out a main test to determine the
homogeneity, after it has been packed in their final form as usable units (bottles), selecting
randomly "h" units and carrying out "n" measurements of the characteristic of interest in each
one of them. The objective of this is not simply to detect a possible heterogeneity, but rather,
to estimate its magnitude.

The heterogeneity can be shown from two points of view:

• Different subsamples of one unit of the candidate to reference material can
differ in the property of interest,

• It can have differences among the units from the candidate to reference
material.

In statistical terms the experimental design should satisfy the following objectives:

• To detect if the variation inside the units is statistically significant in
comparison with the well-known variation of the measuring method.

• To detect if among the units, the variation is statistically significant in
comparison with the variation inside the unit, and

• When detecting variation, to determine if the magnitude of this is enough as to
disqualify the candidate to reference material.

3.5. Constant of homogeneity.

The use of small samples for chemical analysis could result in obtaining big errors
[13], This discovery motivated it to develop the concept of sampling error SH that is the
variation coefficient due to heterogeneity that implies the variation of the distribution of an
analyte in taken samples of a material lot. The magnitude of SH was considered clerk of the
mass of the sample, the distribution of the particle size, the density of the particles, the
number of components, and the distribution of the analyte among the components.

In microanaliticos methods, the sampling error SH is the biggest contributor to the total
variation, because they use very small test portions of the material, and the probability of
finding in two different portions of same mass the same distribution of particles with identical
composition, diminishes.

1 0 Q . ( C A - C B ) f A . f B d A . 4 - p . r 2

S H (%)= •i

C V d - 3 - m

where C, CA and CB are the concentrations of the element in the total sample and in their
component phases A and B respectively; d, dA and dB are the densities of the sample and of
their component phases A and B, respectively; r is the mean radius of particle, m it is the mass
of the sample, and fA and FB they are the mass fractions of the components A and B,
respectively.



In practice, SH diminishes when increasing the mass of the sample. This happens
because the materials in general are subjected to a process of quite efficient homogenization,
and when using big masses it exists the probability that significant differences are not
detected, within the limits of precision of the used method. Also, the particles with high
content of the element in question, are compensated with those that have low content,
obtaining a smaller variation in the results. This variation will be dominated by the random
errors characteristic of any mensuration, being insignificant the variation caused by
heterogeneity. In the practical SH it also diminishes when diminishing the particle size by
means of the pulverization of the sample.

To calculate the sampling error, it is required information about the particle size,
density and composition of the sample. In 1973 Ingamells and Switzer postulated that a well
mixed material can be characterized by the sampling constant (KJ [14,15] term defined as:

The relative sampling error can also be expressed by the constant of relative
homogeneity HE defined for Kurfurst [16], where there HE represents the error of relative
sampling if a sample of unitary mass is used.

Hg
SH{%) = -j=

\'m

The reason to use HE instead of Ks, is that Ks gives very big numbers for moderate
masses of sample. On the other hand, HH is particularly appropriate to describe small masses
of sample, giving moderate values for the constant.

4. BASIC STATISTICS TO DETERMINE THE HOMOGENEITY OF
MATERIALS.

4.1. Number of units and subsamples to analyse

To measure the homogeneity among the units of a material prepared from a bulk
sample where, in principle, there is no reason to define subsamples from the total, it is
recommended to choose units randomly; to give each unit an opportunity similar of selection,
from the total of units "UT". A number between 10 and 30 units is acceptable in most cases, or
one can use the following formula to determine

3 • ̂ UT = h

To prove the homogeneity inside the units, it is enough to analyse 5 or 6 samples for each 2
units. However, it is preferable to analyse 2 or more subsamples of each selected unit and to
carry out the comparison calculations using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the Fisher F
test.

4.2. Statistical interval of tolerance.

The uncertainty of a certified value for a reference material ideally should be
manifested by several components, some supported by data and other not:
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• A statistical interval of tolerance giving limits for the heterogeneity of the
material based on data and statistical calculations.

• An interval of confidence giving limits for the error of the measurements based
on data and statistical calculations.

Q Components of the measurement uncertainty caused by the variation between
laboratories and/or operators and measuring methods.

• A combination of estimated limits for "well-known" sources of possible
systematic errors based on the experience and the experience (in other words,
there are not data or these they are insufficient to make a statistical calculation).

The statistical interval of tolerance estimates the interval that should contain a certain
percentage of the population's individual measurements.

To establish an interval of tolerance (p), first the average of the measured property is
calculated (X) and then a measure of the variation (s), that can be the standard deviation or
coefficient, variation.

I = X±p

The value of p is calculated as a multiple of s

p = k'-s

The K' value is tabulated in statistical books (19SUSANA) and depends on three
parameters:

• The total number of samples measures.
Q The proportion of the population's total to be contained (95%).
Q The specified level of probability (95%).

In the case of the CCHEN-MR-002, the material candidate to RM was carefully and
thoroughly tested to determine its homogeneity.

4.3. Homogeneity testing of the CCHEN-MR-002

The main determination of the homogeneity of the CCHEN-MR-002 was performed
using a Solid Sampling Atomic Absorption Spectrometry (SS-AAS) for the analyses of a
large number of samples [17-19]. The SS-AAS is a technique already established within the
family of AAS techniques. It allows the introduction of small amounts of samples, typically
about 1 mg, of solid material for electrothermal atomization in a graphite furnace and single
element determination. One important task for this instrument though, as also for many others,
is a good calibration. This was performed using certified reference materials of matrices
similar to that of the sample of interest. The technique is quite fast and no chemical treatment
(digestion) of the sample is necessary. Typical analysis time is about 2 minutes. In addition, it
has a low cost and good sensitivity for a large number of elements. This paper describes the
results obtained for the determination of Cd and Pb in the material candidate to reference
material CCHEN-MR-002.



4.4. Methodology for lead determination

The development of the analytical procedure is elsewhere [20]. The validation of the
methodology was carried out using the certified reference material NRC Dolt-2 Dogfish Liver
with a content of 0,22 ± 0,02 ^g/g of lead. Table I shows the data obtained during four days of
measurements of the CRM. Figure 3 shows a Shewhart control chart for those measurements.
The average analytical mass was 0,616 [mg].

TABLE I. Results of the analysis of the CRM for Pb determinations

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Sample mass [ingj

0.656

0.638

0.641

0.613

0,609

0.641

0.606

0.590

0,630

0,602

0.596

0.632

0,600

0.600

0,618

0,609

0,596

0.628

0.613

0.632

0.590

0.629

0.625

0.596

Mass fraction [fig/g]

0.225

0,199

0.222

0,232

0,225

0.241

0.230

0.220

0,212

0.232

0.211

0.217

0.207

0.206

0.178

0.259

0.197

0,192

0.187

0.216

0.244

0.241

0.239

0.258
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The statistical analysis of the evaluation of the methodology is presented in the Table II. Also in
the Figure 4 a Shewart control chart shows the obtained results, which allows to evaluate any tendency of
the methodology during its use.

TABLE II. Statistical parameters from the analytical results of the determination of Pb in the CRM

Number of measurements 24
Average mass fraction 0,220 [|ig/g]

Standard deviation 0.021
Coefficient of variation 9,55%

Test de Student

(for a 95% confidence level and 23 d.f
t calculated 0
t tabulated 2,07

Test de Fischer
(for a 95% confidence level and 23 d.f

F calculated 1,10
F tabulated 2,02

Control limits
Warning limits 0,262 ; 0,178
Action limits 0,283; 0,157

The statistical parameters obtained confirm that the methodology doesn't show evidences
of systematic errors and the calculated concentration is very close to the certified concentration.

——— UCL 0.270

Number of measurement

FIG. 3. Shewart control chart for the determinations ofPb in the
NRC Dolt-2 Dogfish Liver CRM



4.5. Methodology for cadmium determination

The development of the analytical procedure is elsewhere [20].For the validation of the
methodology the NIST SRM 1566 Oyster Tissue certified reference material was used. The
content of Cd in this CRM is 4,15 ± 0,38 (J-g/g. Table III shows the data obtained during four
days of measurements of the CRM. Figure 4 shows a Shewhart control chart for those
measurements. The average analytical mass was 0,128 [mg].

TABLE III: Results of the analyses of the CRM for Cd determinations

Sample mass (ing] Mass fraction [(ig/g]

Day

Dav 2

Day 3

Day 4

0.129

0.128

0.128

0.123

0.13!

0.123

0,127

0.128

0.129

0.129

0.132

0,127

0.129

0.128

0.125

0.132

0.126

0.125

0.127

0.128

0.130

0.127

0.126

0.130

4.38

4.10

4.46

3.94

4.36

4.04

4.13

4.38

4.22

3.89

3.96

4.31

3.96

4.03

4.20

4.14

4.46

4.04

4.18

3.99

4.32

4.17

3.87

4.03

14
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The statistical analysis of the evaluation of the methodology is presented in the Table IV.
Also in the Figure 6 a Shewart control chart shows the obtained results, which allows to
evaluate any tendency of the methodology during its use.

TABLE IV. Statistical parameters from the analytical results of the determination of Pb in the CRM

Number of measurements
Average mass fraction

Standard deviation
Variation coefficient

Test of Student
(for 95% level of confidence and 23

t calculated
t tabulated

Test of Fischer
(for 95% level of confidence and 23

F calculated
F tabulated

Control limits
Warning limit
Action limit

24
0,220 [mg/g]

0.021
9,55%

d.f
0

2.07

d.f.
1.1

2.02

0,262; 0,178
0,283:0,157

Number of sample

FIG. 4. Shewart control chart for the determination of Cd in
the NIST CRM 1566 Oyster tissue CRM

As in the case of Pb, the statistical parameters obtained confirm that the methodology
doesn't show evidences of systematic errors and the calculated concentration agrees with the
certified concentration.



5. DETERMINATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF Pb AND Cd IN THE CCHEN-
MR-002

To determine the homogeneity of the material candidate to reference material
MR-CCHEN-002, with regard to the lead contents and cadmium the methodology used was the
described previously. Thus, 6 units of the packed material were selected at random and 17
subsamples from each bottle were taken and analysed by SS-AAS.

5.1. Determination of the total variation:

The determination of the total standard deviation was made considering the results of the
102 measures of lead concentration and cadmium obtained for the material in study using a mass
average of 0,916 mg to determine lead and of 0,893 mg to determine cadmium,

Figures 5 and 6 show the plots of the mass fraction for Pb and Cd, respectively, for the
102 measurements.

0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 $4 60 66 72 78 84 90 96 102

Number of sample

FIG. 5. Results of the determination of Pb in the material
candidate to reference material CCHEN-MR-002

0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 46 54 60 66 72 78 84 90 96 102

Number of sample

FIG. 6. Results of the determination ofCdin the material
candidate to reference material CCHEN-MR-002
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An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed for the data obtained to detect any
significant difference between the units (bottles) or within a given unit. The result of this
analysis is presented in Table V.

TABLE V. Results of the analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the results for Pb and Cd in the CCHEN-MR-
002

ANOVA (95% confidence level)

Parameters

Origin of the variations

Sum of squares
Degrees of freedom

Average of the squares
(variances)

F calculated

Critical value for F

Lead

Between
units
0,024

16

0,0015

Within units

0,169
85

0,0020

0,74

1,76

Total

0,193
101

Cadmium

Between
units
0,013

16

0,0008

Within units

0,174
85

0,0020

0,41

1,76

Total

0,187
101

5.2. Calculation of the minimum mass for analysis

With the results obtained, and following with the example for Pb and Cd in the CCHEN-
MR-002, the minimum mass to be taken for analysis or the minimum mass at which the
homogeneity of the material with respect to the analytes of interest can be assured with a given
confidence level, were calculated following the procedures described before. Table VI shows the
results of these calculations.

TABLE VI. Minimum mass to be taken for the analysis of CCHEN-MR-002 at a given level of
heterogeneity

Parameters Lead Cadmium

Relative homogeneity constant I \v 30,44 %[mg"2] 6,86 %[mg"-|

Tolerance factor k' 2,233 2.233

Minimum mass at which homogeneity can be guarantee

For a variation coefficient due to a

5% heterogeneity 184,81 [mg] 9.39 [nig]

For a variation coefficient due to a

10% heterogeneity 46,2 [mg] 2.35 [mg]
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From Table VI it can be concluded that Cd is more homogeneously distributed as
compare to Pb. This means that one wants to determine Pb with a 5% contribution to the
uncertainty due to the heterogeneity of the material, it is necessary to take about 185 mg, while
for Cd is necessary to take 9,5 mg only.

5.3. Establishing assigned or certified values

Procedures for assigning or certifying levels in RMs or CRMs are very similar.
Assigning a value can only be performed by measuring the final content of the material, which
should be carried out by highly experienced laboratories using properly validated procedures.
Assigned values are more reliable when they are established by a group of laboratories using
different validated techniques.

The certification of reference material follows strict rules which are describes in detail in
a special ISO Guide [21] which states that "the certified value should be an accurate estimate of
the true value with a reliable estimate of the uncertainty compatible with the end use
requirements". The approach followed for certification may differ according to the objectives of
the study. Whereas pure compounds or calibrant solutions may be prepared gravimetrically, as
stressed above, the so-called "matrix CRMS", which are the most appropriate materials for
environmental related analyses, present much more difficulties to certifying bodies [3].
Certification may be carried out either within a single laboratory or institute, or through an
interlaboratory study.

5.3.1. Certification by a single laboratory approach

Two approaches may be followed for certification within a single laboratory:

Q by definitive method, or
• by two or more reference methods (applied by two or more independent analysts).

The laboratory should always be of proven proficiency. This single laboratory approach
does not eliminate the risk of systematic errors In addition, certification of matrix materials
using one single definitive method, e.g. IDMS, does not give the user who does not apply such
technique routinely a fair estimate of the uncertainty achievable by more classical methods.
Furthermore, such definitive method are limited in their field of application and still do not exist
for a variety of organic compounds, or elements with different oxidation states. For these
analytes an interlaboratory approach is the only satisfactory solution.

5.3.2. Interlaboratory certification studies

This should be done in the same way as an interlaboratory studies, but involving
laboratories with a recognised high quality performance. The organiser should also be recognize
as capable of organizing such studies and should provide the participants with detailed
instructions for participation and reporting forms (for results and method description). An
interlaboratory certification study should involve several methods applied by different



laboratories. This type of study for assigning values to the analytes of a material candidate to
reference material has proven to be very powerful and, in addition, helpful for detecting
systematic bias of a single technique.

The CCHEN-MR-002, has been analysed using this second approach. A total of 21
laboratories participated in the intercomparison study using different analytical methods, from
nuclear based ones to more conventional.

The evaluation and assignation of value to each analyte is another task that has to be
carry out very carefully. In addition to the purely statistical procedure to determine the most
probable values, it is necessary to evaluate the performance of each technique for the
determination of the respective analyte and to estimate the actual contribution of a given result tp
the "grand average". Tables VII shows the results reported for the determination of As and Cd in
the CCHEN-MR-002

TABLE VII: Results of the determination of As in the CCHEN-MR-002. Average are based on six
individual determinations

Lab
code

48

33

15

45

17

36

25

30

39

26

50
27

40

Method
code

HAAS
INAA
INAA
INAA

ICPAES
ICPMS
INAA
TXRF
PIXE
INAA

HAAS
TXRF

ICPAES

Sample
size (g)

2,0
0,5

0,22
0,14
0,5

0,2

0,35
0,5

0,35
0,2
0,2

0,36
0,5

Lab.
average
(Ug/2)

1,20
5,40
5,75
5,79
5,83
5,93
5,97
6,18
6,23
6,30

6,37
6,44
7,06

Abs.
std. dev.

0,01
0,76
0,32
0,49
0,05
0,17
0,27
0,20
2,83
0,24
0,14

0,26
0,47

Rel.
std. dev. (%)

0,9

13,9
5,5

8,5

0,9

2,9

4,5

3,3

45,4
3,8

2,2

4,1
6,6

Std.
error

0,01
0,31
0,13
0,20
0,02
0,07
0,11
0,08
1,16
0,10
0,06

0,11
0,19



TABLE VIII: Results of the determination of^fin the CCHEN-MR-002. Average are based on six
individual determinations '

Lab
code

17

32

22

48

14

36

29

20

42

43

1 1

Method
code

ICPAES
VOLT
FAAS
FAAS

SSAAS
ICPMS
IDTIMS
FAAS

ZETAAS
ID-MS
FAAS

Sample
size (g)

0,5

0,5

0,2
2

0,001
0,25
0,2

2,5

0,2

0,5

0,5

Lab.
average
(U2/g)

0,43
0,45
0,48
0,50
0,50
0,50
0,55
0,57
0,59
0,66

• 0,78

Abs.
std. dev.

0,02
0,11
0,01
0,02
0,01
0,0!
0,02
0,01
0,01
0,01
0,12

Rel.
std. dev. (%)

4,8

25,1
2,4

4,2

1,6

2,3

4,1

2,1

1,3

1,1
15,4

Std.
error

0,01
0,05
0,01
0,01
0,01
0,01
0,01
0,01
0,01
0,01
0,05

From this data, the final, value assigned to these elements as well as to others are finally
determined. However, one important parameter is rather difficult to establish when the assigned
value is determine in this way. Unless each laboratory determine a complete uncertainty budget
for their measurements, this parameter can be expressed as standard deviation or a confidence (at
a given confidence level) calculated from all the accepted or valid values.

CONCLUSIONS

Certified reference materials are fundamental for several actions in the analytical
laboratory. Most important, they help to achieve reliable and accurate results which are the basis
for environmental monitoring. Accurate and reliable results are needed for controlling and
supervising compliance with established regulations. The use of CRMs in laboratories ensures
the possibility of providing results which are also traceable to recognised international references
(standards) and therefore can be compared with the results from any other laboratory having the
same traceability.

Despite the high quality of available RMs from recognised international suppliers, in
many occasions it is not possible to find the most suitable RM for a given type of sample
matching, as close as possible, the matrix and the concentration levels of the analytes of interest.
This fact, in addition to the cost of internationally available RMs, purse analytical laboratories,
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in particular in developing countries, to prepare their own RMs, complying with established
guidelines to be recognised and accepted by other laboratories.

However, this effort may not be fully successful since the RMs produced may not have
been characterised by a single laboratory or by a limited intercomparison study and may not be
traceable due to lack of a properly determined uncertainty. Nevertheless, developing countries
need, at least, reasonable well prepared and characterised control materials for their routine work
to cope with the every-day routine analysis and RMs for seldom calibration of the instruments,
re-evaluation of the analytical procedure and for checking the accuracy of the data.
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0 PREFACE

ISO, IUPAC and AOAC INTERNATIONAL have cooperated to produce agreed
protocols on the "Design, Conduct and Interpretation of Collaborative Studies" [1] and
on the "Proficiency Testing of (Chemical) Analytical Laboratories" [2]. The Working
Group that produced these protocols has prepared a further protocol on the internal
quality control of data produced in analytical laboratories. The document was discussed at
the Fifth International Symposium on the Harmonisation of Quality Assurance Systems
in Chemical Analysis, sponsored by IUPAC/ISO/AOAC INTERNATIONAL and held in
Washington D.C. in July, 1993, and finalised at a Working Group Meeting held in Delft
in May 1994.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Basic concepts

This document sets out guidelines for the implementation of internal quality control (IQC)
in analytical laboratories. IQC is one of a number of concerted measures that analytical
chemists can take to ensure that the data produced in the laboratory are fit for their
intended purpose. In practice, fitness for purpose is determined by a comparison of the
accuracy achieved in a laboratory at a given time with a required level of accuracy.
Internal quality control therefore comprises the routine practical procedures that enable the
analytical chemist to accept a result or group of results as fit for purpose, or reject the
results and repeat the analysis. As such, IQC is an important determinant of the quality of
analytical data, and is recognised as such by accreditation agencies.

Internal quality control is undertaken by the inclusion of particular reference materials,
here called "control materials", into the analytical sequence and by duplicate analysis. The
control materials should, wherever possible, be representative of the test materials under
consideration in respect of matrix composition, the state of physical preparation and the
concentration range of the analyte. As the control materials are treated in exactly the
same way as the test materials, they are regarded as surrogates that can be used to
characterise the performance of the analytical system, both at a specific time and over
longer intervals.

Internal quality control is a final check of the correct execution of all of the procedures
(including calibration) that are prescribed in the analytical protocol and all of the other
quality assurance measures that underlie good analytical practice. IQC is therefore
necessarily retrospective. It is also required to be as far as possible independent of the
analytical protocol, especially the calibration, that it is designed to test.

Ideally both the control materials and those used to create the calibration should be
traceable to appropriate certified reference materials or a recognised empirical reference
method. When this is not possible, control materials should be traceable at least to a
material of guaranteed purity or other well characterised material. However, the two paths
of traceability must not become coincident at too late a stage in the analytical process.
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For instance, if control materials and calibration standards were prepared from a single
stock solution of analyte, IQC would not detect any inaccuracy stemming from the
incorrect preparation of the stock solution.

In a typical analytical situation several, or perhaps many, similar test materials will be
analysed together, and control materials will be included in the group. Often
determinations will be duplicated by the analysis of separate test portions of the same
material. Such a group of materials is referred to in this document as an analytical "run".
(The words "set", "series" and "batch" have also been used as synonyms for "run".) Runs
are regarded as being analysed under effectively constant conditions. The batches of
reagents, the instrument settings, the analyst, and the laboratory environment will, under
ideal conditions, remain unchanged during analysis of a run. Systematic errors should
therefore remain constant during a run, as should the values of the parameters that
describe random errors. As the monitoring of these errors is of concern, the run is the
basic operational unit of IQC.

A run is therefore regarded as being carried out under repeatability conditions, i.e., the
random measurement errors are of a magnitude that would be encountered in a "short"
period of time. In practice the analysis of a run may occupy sufficient time for small
systematic changes to occur. For example, reagents may degrade, instruments may drift,
minor adjustments to instrumental settings may be called for, or the laboratory temperature
may rise. However, these systematic effects are, for the purposes of IQC, subsumed into
the repeatability variations. Sorting the materials making up a run into a randomised order
converts the effects of drift into random errors.

1.2 Scope of this document

This document is a harmonisation of IQC procedures that have evolved in various fields of
analysis, notably clinical biochemistry, geochemistry and environmental studies,
occupational hygiene and food analysis [3-9]. There is much common ground in the
procedures from these various fields. However, analytical chemistry comprises an even
wider range of activities, and the basic principles of IQC should be able to encompass all
of these. The present document provides guidelines that will be applicable in the great
majority of instances. This policy necessarily excludes a number of IQC practices that are
restricted to individual sectors of the analytical community. In addition in some sectors it
is common to combine IQC as defined here with other aspects of quality assurance
practice. There is no harm in such combination, but it must remain clear what the
essential aspects of IQC are.

In order to achieve a harmonisation and provide basic guidance on IQC, some types of
analytical activity have been excluded from this document. Issues specifically excluded
are as follows.

(i) Quality control of sampling. While it is recognised that the quality of the
analytical result can be no better than that of the sample, quality control of
sampling is a separate subject and in many areas is not fully developed. Moreover,
in many instances analytical laboratories have no control over sampling practice
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and quality.
(ii) In-line analysis and continuous monitoring. In this style of analysis there is
no possibly of repeating the measurement, so the concept of IQC as used in this
document is inapplicable.
(iii) Multivariate IQC. Multivariate methods in IQC are still the subject of
research and cannot be regarded as sufficiently established for inclusion here. The
current document regards multianalyte data as requiring a series of univariate IQC
tests. Caution is necessary in the interpretation of this type of data to avoid
inappropriately frequent rejection of data.
(iv) Statutory and contractual requirements.
(v) Quality assurance measures such as checks on instrumental stability before
and during analysis, wavelength calibration, balance calibration, tests on resolution
of chromatography columns, and problem diagnostics are not included. For present
purposes they are regarded as part of the analytical protocol, and IQC tests their
effectiveness together with the other aspects of the methodology.

1.3 Internal quality control and uncertainty

A prerequisite of analytical chemistry is the recognition of "fitness for purpose", the
standard of accuracy that is required for an effective use of the analytical data. This
standard is arrived at by consideration of the intended uses of the data although it is
seldom possible to foresee all of the potential future applications of analytical results.
For this reason, in order to prevent inappropriate interpretation, it is important that a
statement of the uncertainty should accompany analytical results, or be readily available
to those who wish to use the data.

Strictly speaking, an analytical result cannot be interpreted unless it is accompanied by
knowledge of its associated uncertainty at a stated level of confidence. A simple
example demonstrates this principle. Suppose that there is a statutory requirement that a
foodstuff must not contain more than 10 jig g'1 of a particular constituent. A
manufacturer analyses a batch and obtains a result of 9 ug g"1 for that constituent
If the uncertainty of the result expressed as a half range (assuming no sampling error) is
0.1 (ig g'1 (i.e. the true result falls, with a high probability, within the range 8.9-9.1) then
it may be assumed that the legal limit is not exceeded. If, in contrast, the uncertainty
is 2 fig g"1 then there is no such assurance. The interpretation and use that may be made
of the measurement thus depends on the uncertainty associated with it.

Analytical results should therefore have an associated uncertainty if any definite
meaning is to be attached to them or an informed interpretation made. If this
requirement cannot be fulfilled, the use to which the data can be put is limited.
Moreover, the achievement of the required measurement uncertainty must be tested as a
routine procedure, because the quality of data can vary, both in time within a single
laboratory and between different laboratories. IQC comprises the process of checking that
the required uncertainty is achieved in a run.
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2 DEFINITIONS

2.1 International definitions

Quality assurance. All those planned and systematic actions necessary to provide
adequate confidence that a product or service will satisfy given requirements for quality
[10].

Trueness: closeness of the agreement between the average value obtained from a large
series of test results and an accepted reference value [11].

Precision: closeness of agreement between independent test results obtained under
prescribed conditions [12].

Bias: difference between the expectation of the test results and an accepted reference
value [11].

Accuracy: closeness of the agreement between the result of a measurement and a true
value of the measurand [13].

Note 1. Accuracy is a qualitative concept.
Note 2. The term precision should not be used for accuracy.

Error: result of a measurement minus a true value of the measurand [13].

Repeatability conditions, conditions where independent test results are obtained with the
same method on identical test items in the same laboratory by the same operator using the
same equipment within short intervals of time [11].

Uncertainty of measurement: parameter, associated with the result of a measurement,
that characterises the dispersion of the values that could reasonably be attributed to the
measurand [14].

Note 1. The parameter may be, for example, a standard deviation (or a given multiple of it), or the
half-width of an interval having a stated level of confidence.
Note 2. Uncertainty of measurement comprises, in general, many components. Some of these
components may be evaluated from the statistical distribution of results of a series of measurements
and can be characterised by experimental standard deviations. The other components, which can
also be characterised by standard deviations, are evaluated from assumed probability distributions
based on experience or other information.
Note 3. It is understood that the result of a measurement is the best estimate of the value of a
measurand, and that all components of uncertainty, including those arising from systematic effects,
such as components associated with corrections and reference standards, contribute to the dispersion.

Traceability: property of the result of a measurement or the value of a standard whereby
it can be related to stated references, usually national or international standards, through an
unbroken chain of comparisons all having stated uncertainties [13].

Reference material: material or substance one of whose property values are sufficiently
homogeneous and well established to be used for the calibration of an apparatus, the
assessment of a measurement method, or for assigning values to materials [13].
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Certified reference material: reference material, accompanied by a certificate, one or
more of whose property values are certified by a procedure which establishes its
traceability to an accurate realisation of the unit in which the property values are
expressed, and for which each certified value is accompanied by an uncertainty at a stated
level of confidence [13].

2.2 Definitions of terms specific to this document

Internal quality control: set of procedures undertaken by laboratory staff for the
continuous monitoring of operation and the results of measurements in order to decide
whether results are reliable enough to be released.

Control material: material used for the purposes of internal quality control and subjected
to the same or part of the same measurement procedure as that used for test materials.

Run (analytical run): set of measurements performed under repeatability conditions.

Fitness for purpose: degree to which data produced by a measurement process enables a
user to make technically and administratively correct decisions for ,a stated purpose

Analytical system: range of circumstances that contribute to the quality of analytical
data, including equipment, reagents, procedures, test materials, personnel, environment and
quality assurance measures.

3 QUALITY ASSURANCE PRACTICES AND INTERNAL QUALITY
CONTROL

3.1 Quality assurance

Quality assurance is the essential organisational infrastructure that underlies all reliable
analytical measurements. It is concerned with achieving appropriate levels in matters
such as staff training and management, adequacy of the laboratory environment, safety,
the storage, integrity and identity of samples, record keeping, the maintenance and
calibration of instruments, and the use of technically validated and properly documented
methods . Failure in any of these areas might undermine vigorous efforts elsewhere to
achieve the desired quality of data. In recent years these practices have been codified
and formally recognised as essential. However, the prevalence of these favourable
circumstances by no means ensures the attainment of appropriate data quality unless IQC
is conducted.

3.2 Choice of analytical method

It is important that laboratories restrict their choice of methods to those that have
been characterised as suitable for the matrix and analyte of interest. The laboratory
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must possess documentation describing the performance characteristics of the method,
estimated under appropriate conditions.

The use of a method does not in itself guarantee the achievement of its established
performance characteristics. There is, for a given method, only the potential to achieve a
certain standard of reliability when the method is applied under a particular set of
circumstances. It is this collection of circumstances, known as the "analytical system",
that is therefore responsible for the accuracy of analytical data. Hence it is important to
monitor the analytical system in order to achieve fitness for purpose. This is the aim of
the IQC measures undertaken in a laboratory.

3.3 Internal quality control and proficiency tests

Proficiency testing is a periodic assessment of the performance of individual laboratories
and groups of laboratories that is achieved by the distribution by an independent testing
body of typical materials for unsupervised analysis by the participants [2]. Although
important, participation in proficiency testing schemes is not a substitute for IQC
measures, or vice versa.

Proficiency testing schemes can be regarded as a routine, but relatively infrequent,
check on analytical errors. Without the support of a well-developed IQC system, the
value of participation in a proficiency test is negligible. Probably the main beneficial
effect of proficiency tests is that of encouraging participants to install effective quality
control systems. It has been shown that laboratories with effective IQC systems
performed better in a proficiency testing scheme [15].

4. INTERNAL QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURES

4.1 Introduction

Internal quality control involves the practical steps undertaken to ensure that errors in
analytical data are of a magnitude appropriate for the use to which the data will be
put. The practice of IQC depends on the use of two strategies, the analysis of reference
materials to monitor trueness and statistical control, and duplication to monitor precision.

The basic approach to IQC involves the analysis of control materials alongside the test
materials under examination. The outcome of the control analyses forms the basis of a
decision regarding the acceptability of the test data. Two key points are worth noting
in this context.

(i) The interpretation of control data must be based on documented, objective
criteria, and on statistical principles wherever possible.
(ii) The results of control analyses should be viewed primarily as indicators of
the performance of the analytical system, and only secondarily as a guide to the
errors associated with individual test results. Substantial changes in the
apparent accuracy of control determinations can sometimes be taken to imply
similar changes to data for contemporary test materials, but correction of
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analytical data on the basis of this premise is unacceptable.

4.2 General Approach - Statistical Control

The interpretation of the results of IQC analyses depends largely on the concept of
statistical control, which corresponds with stability of operation. Statistical control
implies that an IQC result x can be interpreted as arising independently and at random
from a normal population with mean u and variance o2.

Under these constraints only about 0.3% of results (x) would fall outside the bounds of

{i±3<j • When such extreme results are encountered they are regarded as being

"out-of- control" and interpreted to mean that the analytical system has started to behave
differently. Loss of control therefore implies that the data produced by the system are
of unknown accuracy and hence cannot be relied upon. The analytical system therefore
requires investigation and remedial action before further analysis is undertaken.
Compliance with statistical control can be monitored graphically with Shewhart control
charts (see Appendix 1). An equivalent numerical approach, comparing values of

z - (X-\I)/G against appropriate values of the standard normal deviate, is also

possible.

4.3 Internal quality control and fitness for purpose.

For the most part, the process of IQC is based on a description in terms of the statistical
parameters of an ongoing analytical system in normal operation. Control limits are
therefore based on the estimated values of these parameters rather than measures derived
from considerations of fitness for purpose. Control limits must be narrower than the
requirements of fitness for purpose or the analysis would be futile.

The concept of statistical control is inappropriate, however, when the so-called ad hoc
analysis is being undertaken. In ad hoc analysis the test materials may be unfamiliar or
rarely encountered, and runs are often made up of only a few such test materials. Under
these circumstances there is no statistical basis for the construction of control charts. In
such an instance the analytical chemist has to use fitness for purpose criteria, historical
data or consistency with the visual properties of the test material for judging the
acceptability of the results obtained.

Either way, agreed methods of establishing quantitative criteria to characterise fitness for
purpose would be desirable. Unfortunately, this is one of the less-developed aspects of
IQC. In specific application areas guidelines may emerge by consensus. For example, in
environmental studies it is usually recognised that relative uncertainties of less than ten
percent in the concentration of a trace analyte are rarely of consequence. In food analysis
the Horwitz curve[16] is sometimes used as a fitness for purpose criterion. Such criteria
have been defined for clinical analysis [17,18]. In some areas of applied geochemistry a
systematic approach has given rise to fitness for purpose criteria for sampling and
analytical precisions. However, it is not practicable here to give guidelines in these areas,
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and at present no general principles can be advanced that would allow specific
applications to be addressed.

4.4 The nature of errors

Two main categories of analytical error are recognised, namely random errors and
systematic errors, which give rise to imprecision and bias respectively. The importance
of categorising errors in this way lies in the fact that they have different sources,
remedies and consequences for the interpretation of data.

Random errors determine the precision of measurement. They cause random positive
and negative deviations of results about the underlying mean value. Systematic errors
comprise displacement of the mean of many determinations from the true value. For
the purposes of IQC two levels of systematic error are worth consideration.

(i) Persistent bias affects the analytical system (for a given type of test
material) over a long period and affects all data. Such bias, if small in relation
to random error, may be identifiable only after the analytical system has been in
operation for a long time. It might be regarded as tolerable, provided it is kept
within prescribed bounds.
(ii) The run effect is exemplified by a deviation of the analytical system during a
particular run. This effect, where it is sufficiently large, will be identified by
IQC at the time of occurrence as an out-of-control condition.

The conventional division of errors between the random and the systematic depends on
the timescale over., which the system is viewed. Run effects of unknown source can be
regarded in the long-term as the manifestation of a random process. Alternatively, if a
shorter-term view is taken, the same variation could be seen as a bias-like change
affecting a particular run.

The statistical model used for IQC in this document is as follows1. The value of a
measurement (x) in a particular run is given by:

x = true value + persistent bias + run effect + random error (+ gross error).

The variance of x (a*) in the absence of gross errors is given by:

a* = a2
0 + o\

where

OQ = variance of the random error (within run) and

a] = variance of the run effect.

The model could be extended if necessary to include other features of the analytical system
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The variances of the true value and the persistent bias are both zero. An analytical system

in control is fully described by ol, o\ and the value of the persistent bias. Gross errors

are implied when the analytical system does not comply with such a description.

5 IQC AND WITHIN-RUN PRECISION

5.1 Precision and duplication

A limited control of within-run precision is achieved by the duplication within a run of
measurements made on test materials. The objective is to ensure that the differences
between paired results are consistent with or better than the level implied by the value of
a0 used by a laboratory for IQC purposes2. Such a test alerts the user to the possibility of
poor within-run precision and provides additional information to help in interpreting
control charts. The method is especially useful in ad hoc analysis, where attention is
centred on a single run and information obtained from control materials is unlikely to be
completely satisfactory.

As a general approach all of the test materials, or a random selection from them, are

analysed in duplicate. The absolute differences \d\ = 1-Xj-xJ between duplicated

analytical results x^ and x2 are tested against an upper control limit based on an

appropriate value of a0. However, if the test materials in the run have a wide range of
concentration of analyte, no single value of a0 can be assumed [19].

Duplicates for IQC must reflect as far as possible the full range of variation present in
the run. They must not be analysed as adjacent members of the run, otherwise they will
reveal only the smallest possible measure of analytical variability. The best placing of
duplicates is at random within each run. Moreover the duplication required for IQC
requires the complete and independent analysis (preferably blind) of separate test portions
of the test material. A duplication of the instrumental measurement of a single test
solution would be ineffective because the variations introduced by the preliminary
chemical treatment of the test material would be absent.

There is no intention here of estimating the standard deviation of repeatability o, from the IQC data or of comparing
estimates: there would usually be too few results for a satisfactory outcome. Where such an estimate is needed the formula

Sr = yjl,d2/2n ™D be used.
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5.2 Interpretation of duplicate data

5.2.1 Narrow concentration range. In the simplest situation the test materials
comprising the run have a small range of analyte concentrations so that a common
within-run standard deviation a0 can be applied. A value of this parameter must be

estimated to provide a control limit. The upper 95% bound of |^| is 2\fl<5 a nd on

average only about three in a thousand results should exceed 2>\J2<5 •

A group of n duplicated results can be interpreted in several ways. For example, the
standardised difference

zd =
should have a normal distribution with zero mean and unit standard deviation. The sum of

a group of n such results would have a standard deviation of \fn , so only about three

runs in a thousand would produce a value of |Zz | > 3\fn. Alternatively a group of n

values of zd from a run can be combined to form £ z j and the result interpreted as a

sample from a chi-squared distribution with n degrees of freedom, (^) . Some caution

is needed in the use of this statistic, however, as it is sensitive to outlying results.

5.2.2 Wide concentration range. If the test materials comprising a run have a wide

range of analyte concentrations, no common standard of precision (o0) can be assumed.

In such an instance a0 must be expressed as a functional relationship with

concentration. The value of concentration for a particular material is taken to

be (x1 +x2)/2, and an appropriate value of a0 obtained from the functional relationship, the

parameters of which have to be estimated in advance.

6. CONTROL MATERIALS IN IQC

6.1 Introduction

Control materials are characterised substances that are inserted into the run alongside the
test materials and subjected to exactly the same treatment. A control material must
contain an appropriate concentration of the analyte, and a value of that concentration must
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be assigned to the material. Control materials act as surrogates for the test materials and
must therefore be representative, i.e., they should be subject to the same potential
sources of error. To be fully representative, a control material must have the same
matrix in terms of bulk composition, including minor constituents that may have a
bearing on accuracy. It should also be in a similar physical form, i.e., state of
comminution, as the test materials. There are other essential characteristics of a control
material. It must be adequately stable over the period of interest. It must be possible
to divide the control material into effectively identical portions for analysis. It is often
required in large amounts to allow its use over an extended period.

Reference materials in IQC are used in combination with control charts that allow
both persistent bias and run effects to be addressed (Appendix 1). Persistent bias is
evident as a significant deviation of the centre line from the assigned value. The
variation in the run effect is predictable in terms of a standard deviation when the system
is under statistical control, and that standard deviation is used to define action limits
and warning limits at appropriate distances from the true value.

6.2 The role of certified reference materials

Certified reference materials (CRM) as defined in Section 2 {i.e., with a statement of
uncertainty and traceability), when available and of suitable composition, are ideal control
materials in that they can be regarded for traceability purposes as ultimate standards of
trueness [20], In the past CRMs were regarded as being for reference purposes only and
not for routine use. A more modern approach is to treat CRMs as consumable and
therefore suitable for IQC.

The use of CRMs in this way is, however, subject to a number of constraints.

(i) Despite the constantly increasing range of CRMs available, for the majority of
analyses there is no closely matching CRM available.
(ii) Although the cost of CRMs is not prohibitive in relation to the total costs of
analysis, it may not be possible for a laboratory with a wide range of activities to
stock every relevant kind of reference material.
(iii) The concept of the reference material is not applicable to materials where
either the matrix or the analyte is unstable.
(iv) CRMs are not necessarily available in sufficient amounts to provide for IQC
use over extended periods.
(v) It must be remembered that not all apparently certified reference materials are
of equal quality. Caution is suggested when the information on the certificate is
inadequate.

If for any of the above reasons the use of a CRM is not appropriate it falls on individual
laboratories or groups of laboratories to prepare their own control materials and assign
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traceable3 values of analyte concentration to them. Such a material is sometimes referred
to as a "house reference material" (HRM). Suggestions for preparing HRMs are listed in
Section 6.3. Not all of the methods described there are applicable to all analytical
situations.

6.3 Preparation of control materials

6.3.1 Assigning a true value by analysis. In principle a working value can be assigned
to a stable reference material simply by careful analysis. However, precautions are
necessary to avoid biases in the assigned value. This requires some form of
independent check such as may be provided by analysis of the materials in a number
of laboratories and, where possible, the use of methods based on different physico-
chemical principles. Lack of attention to independent validation of control materials has
been shown to be a weakness in IQC systems [15].

One way of establishing a traceable assigned value in a control material is to analyse a
run comprising the candidate material and a selection of matching CRMs, with replication
and randomisation. This course of action would be appropriate if only limited amounts
of CRMs were available. The CRMs must be appropriate in both matrix composition
and analyte concentration. The CRMs are used directly to calibrate the analytical
procedure for the analysis of the control material. An appropriate analytical method is a
prerequisite for this approach. It would be a dangerous approach if, say, a minor and
variable fraction of the analyte were extracted for measurement. The uncertainty
introduced into the assigned value must also be considered.

6.3.2 Materials validated in proficiency testing comprise a valuable source of control
materials. Such materials would have been analysed by many laboratories using a variety
of methods. In the absence of counter-indications, such as an obvious bias or unusual
frequency distribution of results, the consensus of the laboratories could be regarded as a
validated assigned value to which a meaningful uncertainty could be attached. (There is a
possibility that the consensus could suffer from a bias of consequence, but this potential is
always present in reference values.) There would be a theoretical problem of establishing
the traceability of such a value, but that does not detract from the validity of the proposed
procedure. The range of such materials available would be limited, but organisers of
proficiency tests could ensure a copious supply by preparing batches of material in excess
of the immediate requirements of the round. The normal requirements of stability would
have to be demonstrable.

6.3.3 Assigning a true value by formulation. In favourable instances a control material
can be prepared simply by mixing constituents of known purity in predetermined
amounts. For example, this approach would often be satisfactory in instances where
the control material is a solution. Problems are often encountered in formulation in
producing solid control materials in a satisfactory physical state or in ensuring that the
speciation and physical distribution of the analyte in the matrix is realistic. Moreover an

Where a CRM is not available traceability only to a reference method or to a batch of a reagent supplied by a manufacturer may
be necessary.
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adequate mixing of the constituents must be demonstrable.

6.3.4 Spiked control materials. "Spiking" is a way of creating a control material in
which a value is assigned by a combination of formulation and analysis. This method
is feasible when a test material essentially free of the analyte is available. After
exhaustive analytical checks to ensure the background level is adequately low, the
material is spiked with a known amount of analyte. The reference sample prepared in
this way is thus of the same matrix as the test materials to be analysed and of known
analyte level - the uncertainty in the assigned concentration is limited only by the
possible error in the unspiked determination. However, it may be difficult to ensure
that the speciation, binding and physical form of the added analyte is the same as that
of the native analyte and that the mixing is adequate.

6.3.5 Recovery Checks. If the use of a reference material is not practicable then
a limited check on bias is possible by a test of recovery. This is especially useful
when analytes or matrices cannot be stabilised or when ad hoc analysis is executed.
A test portion of the test material is spiked with a known amount of the analyte and
analysed alongside the original test material. The recovery of the added analyte (known as
the "marginal recovery") is the difference between the two measurements divided by the
amount that is added. The obvious advantages of recovery checks are that the matrix
is representative and the approach is widely applicable - most test materials can be
spiked by some means. However, the recovery check suffers from the disadvantage
previously noted regarding the speciation, binding and physical distribution of the
analyte. Furthermore, the assumption of an equivalent recovery of the analyte added as
a spike and of the native analyte may not be valid. However, it can normally be
assumed that a poor performance in a recovery check is strongly indicative of a similar
or worse performance for the native analyte in the test materials.

Spiking and recovery testing as an IQC method must be distinguished from the method of
standard additions, which is a measurement procedure: a single spiking addition cannot be
used to fulfil the roles of both measurement and IQC.

6.4 Blank determinations

Blank determinations are nearly always an essential part of the analytical process and can
conveniently be effected alongside the IQC protocol. The simplest form of blank is the
"reagent blank", where the analytical procedure is executed in all respects apart from the
addition of the test portion. This kind of blank, in fact, tests more than the purity of the
reagents. For example it is capable of detecting contamination of the analytical system
originating from any source, e.g., glassware and the atmosphere, and is therefore better
described as a "procedural blank". In some instances, better execution of blank
determinations is achieved if a simulated test material is employed. The simulant could be
an actual test material known to be virtually analyte-free or a surrogate (e.g., ashless filter
paper used instead of plant material). Where it can be contrived, the best type of blank is
the "field blank", which is a typical matrix with zero concentration of analyte.

An inconsistent set of blanks in a run suggests sporadic contamination and may add
weight to IQC evidence suggesting the rejection of the results. When an analytical
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protocol prescribes the subtraction of a blank value, the blank value must be subtracted
also from the results of the control materials before they are used in IQC.

6.5 Traceability in spiking and recovery checks

Potential problems of the traceability of reagents used for spikes and recovery checks
must be guarded against. Under conditions where CRMs are not available, traceability
can often be established only to the batch of analyte provided by a manufacturer. In such
cases, confirmation of identity and a check on purity must be made before use. A further
precaution is that the calibration standards and spike should not be traceable to the same
stock solution of analyte or the same analyst. If such a common traceability existed, then
the corresponding sources of error would not be detected by the IQC.

7 RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations represent integrated approaches to IQC that are suitable
for many types of analysis and applications areas. Managers of laboratory quality systems
will have to adapt the recommendations to the demands of their own particular
requirements. Such adaption could be implemented, for example, by adjusting the
number of duplicates and control material inserted into a run, or by the inclusion of any
additional measures favoured in the particular application area. The procedure finally
chosen and its accompanying decision rules must be codified in an IQC protocol that is
separate from the analytical system protocol.

The practical approach to quality control is determined by the frequency with which
the measurement is carried out and the size and nature of each run. The following
recommendations are therefore made. The use of control charts and decision rules are
covered in Appendix 1.

In each of the following the order in the run in which the various materials are analysed
should be randomised if possible. A failure to randomise may result in an underestimation
of various components of error.

(i) Short (e.g., n<20) frequent runs of similar materials. Here the concentration
range of the analyte in the run is relatively small, so a common value of standard
deviation can be assumed.

Insert a control material at least once per run. Plot either the individual values
obtained, or the mean value, on an appropriate control chart. Analyse in duplicate
at least half of the test materials, selected at random. Insert at least one blank
determination.

(ii) Longer (e.g., n>20) frequent runs of similar materials. Again a common level
of standard deviation is assumed.
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Insert the control material at an approximate frequency of one per ten test
materials. If the run size is likely to vary from run to run it is easier to standardise
on a fixed number of insertions per run and plot the mean value on a control chart
of means. Otherwise plot individual values. Analyse in duplicate a minimum of
five test materials selected at random. Insert one blank determination per ten test
materials.

(iii) Frequent runs containing similar materials but with a wide range of analyte
concentration. Here we cannot assume that a single value of standard deviation is
applicable.

Insert control materials in total numbers approximately as recommended above.
However, there should be at least two levels of analyte represented, one close to
the median level of typical test materials, and the other approximately at the upper
or lower decile as appropriate. Enter values for the two control materials on
separate control charts. Duplicate a minimum of five test materials, and insert one
procedural blank per ten test materials.

(iv) Ad hoc analysis. Here the concept of statistical control is not applicable. It is
assumed, however, that the materials in the run are of a single type, i.e.,
sufficiently similar for general conclusions on errors to be made.

Carry out duplicate analysis on all of the test materials. Carry out spiking or
recovery tests or use a formulated control material, with an appropriate number of
insertions (see above), and with different concentrations of analyte if appropriate.
Carry out blank determinations. As no control limits are available, compare the
bias and precision with fitness for purpose limits or other established criteria..

8 CONCLUSIONS

Internal quality control is an essential aspect of ensuring that data released from a
laboratory are fit for purpose. If properly executed, quality control methods can
monitor the various aspects of data quality on a run-by-run basis. In runs where
performance falls outside acceptable limits, the data produced can be rejected and,
after remedial action on the analytical system, the analysis can be repeated.

It must be stressed, however, that internal quality control is not foolproof even
when properly executed. Obviously it is subject to "errors of both kinds", i.e., runs that
are in control will occasionally be rejected and runs that are out of control occasionally
accepted. Of more importance, IQC cannot usually identify sporadic gross errors or
short-term disturbances in the analytical system that affect the results for individual test
materials. Moreover, inferences based on IQC results are applicable only to test materials
that fall within the scope of the analytical method validation. Despite these limitations,
which professional experience and diligence can alleviate to a degree, internal quality
control is the principal recourse available for ensuring that only data of appropriate
quality are released from a laboratory. When properly executed it is very successful.
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Finally, it must be appreciated that a perfunctory execution of any quality system will
not guarantee the production of data of adequate quality. The correct procedures for
feedback, remedial action and staff motivation must also be documented and acted
upon. In other words, there must be a genuine commitment to quality within a
laboratory for an internal quality control programme to succeed, i.e., the IQC must be
part of a total quality management system.
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Appendix 1. Shewhart control charts

1 Introduction

The theory, construction and interpretation of the Shewhart chart [1] are detailed in
numerous texts on process quality control and applied statistics, and in several ISO
standards [2-5]. There is a considerable literature on the use of the control chart in
clinical chemistry [6,7]. Westgard and coworkers have formulated multiple rules for the
interpretation of such control charts [8], and the power of these results has been studied in
detail [9-10]. In this appendix only simple Shewhart charts are considered.

In IQC a Shewhart control chart is obtained when values of concentration measured on a
control material in successive runs are plotted on a vertical axis against the run number on
the horizontal axis. If more than one analysis of a particular control material is made in a

run, either the individual results x or the mean value x can be used to form a control

chart. The chart is completed by horizontal lines derived from the normal distribution

N(U,G2)
 t n a t is taken to describe the random variations in the plotted values. The

selected lines for control purposes are (i, u+2a and |n±3a. Different values of a are

required for charts of individual values and of means. For a system in statistical control,

on average about one in twenty values fall outside the |^±2a lines, called the "warning

limits", and only about three in one thousand fall outside the u+3a lines, the "action

limits". In practice the estimates jjf and s of the parameters u and o are used to

construct the chart. A persistent bias is indicated by a significant difference between

x and the assigned value. A control chart showing results from a system in statistical

control over 40 runs is shown in Figure 1.

2 Estimates of the parameters \x and a

An analytical system under control exhibits two sources of random variation, the within-

run, characterised by variance c2
0, and the between-run with variance a,. The two

variances are typically comparable in magnitude. The standard deviation cx used in a

chart of individual values is given by
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whereas for a control chart of mean values the standard deviation is given by

a- = (ol/n + o\)m

where n is the number of control measurements in a run from which the mean is
calculated. The value of n therefore must be constant from run to run, otherwise control
limits would be impossible to define. If a fixed number of repeats of a control material
per run cannot be guaranteed (e.g., if the run length were variable) then charts of

individual values must be used. Furthermore the equation indicates that a or a-

must be estimated with care. An attempt to base an estimate on repeat values from a
single run would result in unduly narrow control limits.

Estimates must therefore include the between-run component of variance. If the use of a

particular value of n can be assumed at the outset, then a- can be estimated directly from

n

the m means x = Ex In (7=1 m) of the n repeats in each of m successive runs.
r ij ' v ' ' '

Thus the estimate of ji is

x. = ~Lx/m ,

and the estimate of a- is

s- =
\ m - 1

If the value of n is not predetermined, then separate estimates of a0 and or could be
obtained by one-way analysis of variance. If the mean squares within- and between
groups are MSW and MSb respectively, then

CJo is estimsted by MS and

_2 is estimated by (MS.-MS )ln

Often in practice it is necessary to initiate a control chart with data collected from a small
number of runs, which may be to a degree unrepresentative, as estimates of standard
deviation are very variable unless large numbers of observations are used. Moreover,
during the initial period, the occurrence of out-of-control conditions are more than

normally likely and will produce outlying values. Such values of would bias £ and

inflate s beyond its proper value. It is therefore advisable to recalculate x. and s after a

further "settling down" period. One method of obviating the effects of outliers in the
calculation is to reject them after the application of Dixon's Q or Grubbs' [11] test, and
then use the classical statistics given above. Alternatively, the methods of robust statistics
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could be applied to the data [12,13].

3 The interpretation of control charts.

The following simple rules can be applied to control charts of individual results or of
means.

Single control chart. An out-of-control condition in the analytical system is signalled if
any of the following occur.

(i) The current plotting value falls outside the action limits.
(ii) The current value and the previous plotting value fall outside the warning
limits but within the actions limits.
(iii) Nine successive plotting values fall on the same side of the mean line.

Two control charts. When two different control materials are used in each run, the
respective control charts are considered simultaneously. This increases the chance of a
type 1 error (rejection of a sound run) but decreases the chance of a type 2 error
(acceptance of a flawed run). An out-of-control condition is indicated if any of the
following occur.

(i) At least one of the plotting values falls outside the action limits.
(ii) Both of the plotting values are outside the warning limits.
(iii) The current value and the previous plotting value on the same control chart
both fall outside the warning limits.
(iv) Both control charts simultaneously show that four successive plotting values
on the same side of the mean line.
(v) One of the charts shows nine successive plotting values falling on the same
side of the mean line.

A more thorough treatment of the control chart can be obtained by the application of the
full Westgard rules, illustrated in Figure 2.

The analytical chemist should respond to an out-of-control condition by cessation of
analysis pending diagnostic tests and remedial action followed by rejection of the results
of the run and reanalysis of the test materials.
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Fig. 1. Results from a system in statistical control
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Fig. 2 The Westgard Rules
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